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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Proponent proposes to undertake exploration activities on Exclusive Prospecting License 

(EPL) 8761 in the Erongo Region, with interest in base and rare metals, dimension stones, 

industrial minerals, non-nuclear fuel minerals, nuclear fuel minerals and precious metals. The 

EPL is located north of Henties Bay It covers an area of 1010.1415 Ha within the Dorob 

National Park. 

The proposed project triggers listed activities in terms of the Environmental Management Act 

No. 7 of 2007, therefore an Environmental Clearance Certificate is required. As part of the 

Environmental Clearance Certificate application, an Environmental Impact Assessment has 

been undertaken in compliance with the Environmental Management Act No. 7 of 2007 and 

its associated regulations. This Environmental Scoping Report and Environmental 

Management Plan shall be submitted to the competent authority as part of the application 

for the Environmental Clearance Certificate. 

The proposed project will entail exploration methods on EPL 8761, which will include detailed 

geological mapping and sampling, geophysical surveys, trenching and pitting, drilling and core 

sampling. If required, some vegetation may be cleared to allow access tracks and working 

areas to be created and for the installation and development of exploration drill holes. The 

duration of exploration activities is anticipated to be conducted over the course of a 3-year 

period, which is also the duration of the EPL 8761 validity. The duration of each exploration 

programme shall be refined when detailed geological information are available. Once the 

exploration is successful and feasible, exploration operations can potentially transcend into 

mining and a separate detailed Environmental Impact Assessment will be conducted. 

The EPL No. 8761 is located in the central western part of Namibia; within the Dorob national 

park that stretches along the country's central coastline, running from the Ugab River in the 

south to the Swakop River in the north. The park covers an area of approximately 26,000 

square kilometres (10,000 square miles). Dorob National Park is known for its diverse desert 

landscapes, including sand dunes, gravel plains, rocky outcrops, and ephemeral rivers. 
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This environmental and social impact assessment was undertaken using a methodology as 

per the Environmental Management Act and international best practices. The scoping process 

also includes a desktop review and field assessments during the site visit. Insignificant 

sensitive receptors were identified during the scoping process – and the only potential 

environmental risks that may require further investigation were dust, noise, health and 

safety, visual, land use, waste, ecological, groundwater and surface water, heritage and socio- 

economic impacts. 

After further investigation, it was determined that the potential effects from EPL 8761 were 

considered to be of minor significance, once mitigations are implemented as summarised in 

the EMP which includes, but are not limited to: 

• Local community shall be provided at least two weeks’ notice of drilling 

operations and avoid drilling within 1km of their property. 

• Regular communication with local community in order to identify any concerns 

or issues, and appropriate mitigation and management measures shall be 

further agreed. 

The potential effects are therefore deemed not significant, localised if mitigation measures 

are complied with, thus the assessment is considered comprehensive and sufficient – hence, 

no further assessment is required. Therefore, it is of the opinion of the environmental 

assessment practitioner (EAP) that an environmental clearance certificate (ECC) should be 

issued, on conditions that the management and mitigation measures specified in the EMP are 

implemented and adhered too. 
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2 Introduction 

Mr. Vitalius Simon Ipangelwa Iipwakena (The Proponent) proposes to undertake exploration 

activities on Exclusive Prospecting License (EPL) 8761 in the Erongo Region, with interest in 

base and rare metals, dimension stones, industrial minerals, non-nuclear fuel minerals, 

nuclear fuel minerals and precious metals. The EPL is located north of Henties Bay It covers 

an area of 1010.1415 Ha within the Dorob National Park as seen in figure 1 below.

 

Figure 1 Location map 

Exploration and all mining-related activities are among the listed activities that may not be 

undertaken without an ECC under the Environmental Management Act (EMA) (2007) and its 

2012 Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Regulations. The relevant listed activities as per 

EIA regulations are:  

• The construction of facilities for any process or activities which requires a license, right 

of other forms of authorization, and the renewal of a license, right or other forms of 

authorization, in terms of the Minerals (Prospecting and Mining Act, 1992). 

• Other forms of mining or extraction of any natural resources whether regulated by 

law or not. 
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• Resource extraction, manipulation, conservation, and related activities. 

3 ADMINISTRATIVE AND LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

The EIA is based on the requirements of the Namibian Environmental Management Act (Act. 

No. 7 of 2007), as well as supporting policies and guidelines, which include the environmental 

regulations of February 2012. An Environmental Clearance Certificate for mineral exploration 

activities is required and thus an EIA and Environmental Management Plan (EMP) needs to be 

submitted to the Ministry of Environment and Tourism (MET) of Namibia for approval. In 

agreement with the national legal framework, the following laws are relevant to the 

exploration program for base and rare metals, dimension stones, industrial minerals, nuclear 

fuel minerals and precious metals groups of minerals on EPL 8761. 

The table below shows the applicable and Relevant Namibian and relevant international 

legislation, policies and guidelines conducted during the EIA process. 

YEAR LAW/ORDINANCE APPLICABILITY 

1990 The constitution of Namibia 

(1990) Article 95 (1) 

✓ Preservation of Namibia's Ecosystems, 

essential ecological process, and biological 

diversity 

✓ Sustainable use of Natural Resources 

2007 Labor Act No. 11 of 2007 & 

Rules and Regulations 

promulgated under the Act. 

✓ Safety and health requirements 

1998 Affirmative Action 

(Employment) Act No. 29 of 

1998 

✓ Fair employment practice 
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1995 Namibia's Environmental 

Assessment Policy for 

Sustainable Development and 

Environmental Conservation 

of 1995 

✓ Prescribes Environmental Impact 

Assessments for any developments with 

potential negative impacts on the 

Environment 

2013 Water Resources Management 

Act 11 of 2013 

✓ Effluent discharge permit required under 

section 70. 

✓ Water related pollution and 

  abstraction 

2012 Environmental Management Act 

7 of 2007 with Regulations 

of 2012 

✓ Establishes Principles for EA 

✓ Ensures that significant effects of activities 

are considered timorously and carefully. 

✓ Allows for opportunities for participation 

by I & APs throughout the 

assessment process 

1975 Nature Conservation Ordinance 

4 of 1975 with amendments and 

special 

regulations 

✓ Protection of various species 

1996 Nature Conservation 

Amendment Act 5 of 1996 

✓ To provide for an economically based 

system of sustainable management 

and utilization of game in communal areas 
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1969 Soil Conservation Act No. 76 of 

1969 

✓ To consolidate and amend the law relating 

to the combating and prevention of soil 

erosion, the conservation, improvement, 

and manner of use of the soil and 

vegetation and the protection of the water 

sources 

1974 Hazardous Substance 

Ordinance 14 of 1974, and 

amendments 

✓ Pollution prevention 

1999 Draft Pollution and Waste 

Management Bill (1999) 

✓ Protection for species, resources, or 

components of the environment 

2004 National Heritage Act 27 of 

2004 

✓ Disturbance of archaeological or 

cultural sites 

1992 Minerals (Prospecting and 

Mining) Act 33 of 1992 and 

special regulations 

✓ Exploration and exploitation of mineral 

resources 

Table 1 Environmental Regulations 

4 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT 

4.1 Proposed exploration activities 

The proponent wishes to conduct an exploration program on EPL 8761 with interest in base 

and rare metals, dimension stones, industrial minerals, non-nuclear fuel minerals, nuclear fuel 

minerals and precious metals. The exploration will the carried out in the following phases: 

• Geological mapping and desktop study work 

• Geophysical surveys 
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• Geochemical sampling 

• Trenching and pitting 

• Drilling and core sampling 

4.1.1 Geological mapping 

This involves the review of available geological map data for the area and on-site visual 

assessment of outcropping rocks. A modern-day integrated data approach will be employed 

and a geospatial data that includes all available geological, geophysical, remote sensing 

(Sentinel; ESRI Earth) and topographic data sets will be developed. Geological mapping will 

focus on identifying and mapping lithological units, structures, describing mineralization and 

alteration zones and developing cross-sections. Detailed geological maps and accompanying 

geological reports will be produced. 

4.1.2 Geophysical Survey 

Geophysical surveys are carried out for various reasons including prospecting for mineral 

resources (metallic and non-metallic), petroleum and gas, water resources (surface and 

ground water), geohazard assessment (volcanic, seismic), engineering foundation designs and 

environmental issues. This survey will focus on measuring physical characteristics (e.g., 

magnetism, density, conductivity) of rocks at or near the earth surface and will use surface 

methods to measure these properties to designate potential deposits of the area. 

4.1.3 Geochemical Sampling 

Geochemical sampling surveys involve the collecting of various earth materials such as rocks, 

soils, and sediments. The collected samples are sent to analytical labs for whole rock major, 

trace and REE analysis to determine if sufficient quantities, of base (Cu, Pb, Zn) and rare (Nb, 

Ta) or precious (Au, Ag) metals or industrial minerals (Li, Be) are present. Small pits of about 

25 cm by 25 cm by 35cm are normally dug and 1kg samples extracted and sieved to obtain 

about 50 g of material. The pits are filled back upon completion of sampling. 

4.1.4 Trenching and Pitting 

Trenching and pitting are usually conducted by excavating or digging of an area to obtain a 

representative bulk sample of the mineralization as well as sampling and is dependent on the 
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commodity of interest. The pit may be dug/ excavated to a depth of about 5 meters. The 

length and depth of the trenches or pits, as well as the method on how to dig them, e.g., 

manual or excavator, needs to be discussed and agreed upon with the landowners or 

community members. To minimise the risks associated with excavations, all excavations will 

either be opened and closed on the same day or fenced off until the project is completed, to 

ensure that no life stock or wildlife could be harmed. 

4.1.5 Drilling and core sampling 

Drilling on the property will only be carried out if results from geochemical sampling and 

geophysical surveys are satisfactory. Exploration drilling is a process of penetrating through 

the ground and extracting rocks from various depths beneath the surface to confirm the 

geology beneath and/ or providing samples for further chemical analysis. This process is 

usually carried out by contactors with experienced operators and, is conducted in areas were 

previous geological mapping and geophysical surveys demonstrated that there is 

mineralization potential. There are different types of drilling methods, and the proponent will 

employ either reverse circulation (RC) drilling or diamond drilling. The RC drilling mechanism 

uses a pneumatic hammer, which drives a rotating tungsten-steel bit. This technique 

produces dry rock chips. Diamond core drilling uses an annular diamond-impregnated drill bit 

attached to the end of hollow drill rods that cuts a cylindrical core of solid rock. Water is 

usually used during the drilling process and all drill-water will be collected in drill sumps, 

which will be managed to prevent overflows. The drilling sumps, if necessary, shall be 

constructed 100 feet away from rivers, perennial or intermittent streams, ponds, seeps, or 

springs, unless approved by a forest hydrologist. An exploration team of 35 persons (4 drilling 

teams plus geologists and technicians) could potentially be required depending on the 

outcomes of the prospecting phase and the intensity of drilling requirements to meet the 

demands of market and investors. 
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5 INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES 

5.1 Human Personnel and Machinery 

The proponent plans to employ several people for the exploration phases. Initially, the 

exploration team doing fieldwork would consist of a handful of geological personnel. During 

the drilling phase, the exploration team will increase in numbers. For one RC rig, the team 

consists of 4 members plus a driver. Each drill rig will have one supervisor and one geologist 

assigned to it. The camp will have one chef and a camp manager. Therefore, for a very 

intensive drilling programme, three RC drill rigs will be required. The total personnel number 

would be no more than 35 for this configuration. At this stage, it is not clear how many rigs 

will be mobilised. During exploration, only temporary accommodation will be established 

within the respective EPL area. 

Exploration will take place during the day and stuff will commute to site from Uis settlement 

or either from an established and approved drilling campsite within the EPL. Campsites will 

be established in consultation with the local farm owners or community members and will be 

run according to strict conditions for control of litter, and other disturbances. 

Temporary storage areas for drilling materials, machines etc. will be necessary at the camp. 

Security will be supplied on a 24-hour basis at the exploration camp. A fence surrounding the 

camp will be constructed to ensure people and domestic animals are not put at risk. Clearing 

of vegetation at the planned drill sites may be necessary and larger trees will be retained so 

that the bush can restore itself. Permits from the forestry directorate will be required for this 

purpose. Where necessary, stockpiling of topsoil for rehabilitation at a later stage will be 

undertaken. Necessary landscaping of exploration areas will be undertaken upon completion 

of each phase of exploration.  

5.2 Sanitation, Refuse and Waste Removal 

Ablution facilities will use chemical toilets and or sealed septic tanks and the sewerage taken 

to the Uis or Spitzkoppe sewerage plant periodically. Due to health and safety reasons, 

personnel may not relieve themselves in the surrounding bush. Solid waste will be removed 

off site and taken to the Spitzkoppe/Uis approved landfill sites. 
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5.3 Water supply 

Water consumption will mostly be used for general consumption, cleaning and for diamond 

drilling and dust suppression. Water will be supplied through existing boreholes or new 

boreholes will be created by the proponent, specifically for exploration activities and this 

would depend on the agreement reached with landowner’s/ community members. Water 

utilization from existing boreholes will depend on the agreement reached with each 

landowner and or community members. All necessary permits and requirements for water 

drilling will be obtained from ministry of Agriculture Water and Forestry. Furthermore, water 

used for drilling will be recycled. 

5.4 Power Supply 

At this stage, electricity requirements for the project are minimal and no power supply 

infrastructure to the site is planned. Diesel power generation will be used and stored in small 

to medium sized mobile fuel bowsers. Power will mostly be required for powering small 

machinery during the exploration process and for temporary office block or container if 

necessary. The drill rigs will either be refuelled with Jerry cans or directly from the bowser. 

5.5 Access Roads and Tracks 

The EPL is easily accessible via the D2342 earth graded road branching from the Uis-Henties 

Bay C35 gravel road as mentioned in the introductory section of this report. Several smaller 

track roads are present on the EPL, and motorised access will be limited to existing tracks 

during geological mapping, sampling, and geophysical surveys. New access routes to the drill 

sites will be identified and demarcated prior to the commencement of drilling and will be 

assessed for any environmental sensitivity. The final alignment of new access tracks will be 

discussed and agreed upon with the landowner’s/ community members prior to the 

commencement of exploration activities. 

5.6 Rehabilitation 

Damage arising from any exploration activities after the exploration program is concluded 

and any other impacts will be rehabilitated in accordance with the requirements of the 

Environmental Management Plan (EMP). 
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6 DESCRIPTION OF THE RECEIVING ENVIRONMENT 

6.1 Biophysical environment 

6.1.1 Geography, Climate, and Vegetation 

EPL 8761 is located in Henties Bay, which is located on the western coast of Namibia, in the 

Erongo Region.  

6.1.1.1 Geography:  

Henties Bay is situated along the Atlantic Ocean, offering stunning coastal scenery. It is 

surrounded by diverse landscapes, including gravel plains, sandy dunes, and rocky outcrops. 

The town is located in proximity to the Namib Desert, one of the world's oldest and driest 

deserts. 

6.1.1.2 Climate:  

Henties Bay experiences a cool desert climate influenced by the nearby cold Benguela 

Current, which flows northward along the Namibian coast. The climate is characterized by 

foggy mornings and low cloud cover. Here are some key features of the climate in Henties 

Bay: 

• Temperatures: The town experiences relatively mild temperatures throughout the 

year. Average daily temperatures range from 15°C (59°F) to 25°C (77°F) in the summer 

months (December to February) and 10°C (50°F) to 20°C (68°F) in the winter months 

(June to August). 

• Precipitation: Henties Bay receives minimal rainfall, with an annual average of around 

20-30 millimetres. The majority of the rainfall occurs between October and March, 

although it is still relatively low. 

• Fog: Coastal fog is a common occurrence in Henties Bay, especially during the summer 

months. The cool Benguela Current causes moist air to condense, leading to foggy 

mornings and sometimes lingering throughout the day. 

6.1.1.3 Vegetation:  

The vegetation in and around EPL 8761 is adapted to the arid coastal environment and can 

vary depending on the specific location. Here are some characteristic vegetation types: 
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• Coastal Dunes: Along the coastline, you will find vegetation adapted to the shifting 

sands of the dunes. Species such as the Nara Melon (Acanthosicyos horridus) and 

various succulents, including species of Mesembryanthemum and Lithops, can be 

found. 

• Gravel Plains: Inland from the dunes, gravel plains dominate the landscape. The 

vegetation in these areas is typically sparse and consists of hardy, drought-tolerant 

plants such as succulents (e.g., Aloe species) and resilient shrubs like Zygophyllum and 

Trianthema. 

• Desert Adapted: As Henties Bay is in proximity to the Namib Desert, some desert-

adapted plant species may be found in the surrounding areas. These plants have 

evolved to withstand the arid conditions and include species like Welwitschia 

mirabilis, Hoodia gordonii, and various grasses and lichens. 

It is important to note that the specific vegetation composition may vary depending on 

factors such as soil types, microclimates, and proximity to water sources. 

For more detailed and accurate information about the specific vegetation in Henties Bay, 

it is advisable to consult local botanical references, field guides, or contact experts familiar 

with the flora of the region. 

6.1.2 Regional Geology 

The project area is within Omaruru map sheet lies along the junction of the 

intracontinental and coastal arms of the Pan-African Damara Orogen, which, based on 

stratigraphy, structure and metamorphic grade, has been subdivided into a number of 

distinct zones (Miller, 1983; Hoffmann, 1987). Two roughly north-east striking linear 

features transect the area and separate the southern from the northern Central Zone 

(Omaruru Lineament), and the northern Central Zone from the southern Kaoko Zone. 

Several basement domes and antiforms comprising highly metamorphosed and deformed 

sedimentary, volcanic and intrusive rocks of the Moko¬lian Abbabis Metamorphic 

Complex are exposed between Usakos and Karibib and west of Omatjette (Fig. 1). They 
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are surrounded by the metasedi¬mentary rocks of the Late Proterozoic Damara 

Supergroup, which dominate the map sheet area.   

 

Figure 2 Tectonostratigraphic overview of the area 

In the Central Zone the basal Nosib Group of the Damara Supergroup comprises mainly 

arenitic and calc-silicate rocks, which are exposed in the vicinity of Karibib and in the 

"Tsaun Terrain" northeast of Henties Bay. The overlying widely distributed Swakop Group 

is characterized by a basal succession of alternating marbles and mica schists, overlain by 

thick mica schist with subordinate diamictite and amphibolite. In the southern Kaoko Zone 

the Nosib Group is represented by highly recrystallized ignimbrites, minor porphyritic lava 

and meta-rhyolites of the volcanic Naauwpoort Forma¬tion, whose southernmost 

outcrops occur east of the Brandberg. It is succeeded by the alternating low-metamorphic 

turbiditic-hemipelagic meta-greywackes, phyllites and marbles of the Zerrissene Group. 

A variety of granitic bodies were emplaced during or after the defor¬mational and 

metamorphic events throughout the Orogen. The diorites, quartz diorites, gran¬odiorites, 
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granites and pegmatites locally cover large areas and range in age from late Namibian to 

Ordovician. 

Sedimentary rocks of the Carboniferous to Triassic Karoo Supergroup occur in the 

Goboboseb Mountains, as well as surround the Erongo and Brandberg Massifs. They 

consist of basal tillite (Dwyka Group) succeeded by finer-grained siliciclastics and minor 

limestones; Triassic breccia, sandstone, and shale (Krantzberg Formation) occur in the 

Erongo Massif. In turn these lithologies are overlain by volcanic rocks of the Cretaceous 

Etendeka Group, which range from rhyolites (Erongo) to quartz latites and basalts 

(Goboboseb Mountains).  

Throughout the area a number of Cretaceous intrusive complexes form significant 

massifs, the most impressive of these being the Erongo and Brandberg. Less extensive but 

also imposing landmarks are the Klein and Gross Spitzkoppe (northwest of Usakos), Cape 

Cross (on the coast) and Messum Complexes (Goboboseb Mountains). The composition 

of these intrusive complexes is mostly granitic, with varying contributions of gabbro, 

syenite, nepheline syenite, quartz-monzonite and anorthosite. Also, of Creta¬ceous age 

are isolated gabbroic intrusions, as well as the numerous dolerite and less common felsite 

dykes, which cut through the country rocks in predomi¬nantly north-northeasterly 

direction. The Quaternary deposits of the Namib Desert Plains, consisting of sand, gravel, 

scree, calcrete and gypcrete, cover extensive areas along the coast and the Omaruru 

River.  
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Figure 3 Intrusive rock units within the area 

6.1.3 Local Geology 

The area of interest is entirely covered by the rocks of Damara Orogeny i.e. the Karibib 

formation and Kuiseb formation of both Swakop Group (Fig 2). The karibib formation 

comprises of rocks of the Onguati member that forms a transition zone between the pure 

Arises River marbles and the overlying Kuiseb schists, with its lower and upper boundaries 

defined by the first schist layer above the Arises River marble and the uppermost thick 

marble horizon, respectively. According to Kandjoze (1994), this member within Usakos 

area is approximately 100m to 150 m thick. 

 The Onguati member consists of thinly interbedded calc-silicate rock, marble and biotite 

schist, that are indicating intermittent influx of siliciclastic material into the carbonate-

depositing environment (Badenhorst, 1992). Contacts between the marble and schist 

layers are usually sharp, while an upward decrease of marble and concomitant increase 

of schist bears out the transitional nature of this unit. Sedimentary structures such as 

planar and trough cross-bedding, locally defined by calcsilicate laminae, are present in the 

marbles, but are more commonly found towards the top of the unit (Badenhorst, 1992).  
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The Kuiseb Formation, whose lower boundary is defined as the base of the first schist 

layer above the Arises River marble, where the Onguati Member is absent, is the youngest 

stratigraphic unit of the Damara Supergroup in the area. The Kuiseb Formation is further 

subdivided into a lower schistose and an upper more quartzitic/phyllitic unit (absent in 

the study area). The lower Kuiseb Formation has a high metamorphic grade, consists of 

quartz-mica-feldspar schists contain local migmatite and subordinate calcsilicate rock. 

Due to low weathering resistance, the Kuiseb Formation is poorly exposed, and primary 

sedimentary structures mostly have been obliterated by intense defor¬mation and partial 

melting in the vicinity of large granite plutons. 

The Damara Orogeny rocks were intrude the Ordovician post-tectonic leucogranite.  The 

leucogranites intruded during and after the second and third phase of deformation; a 

Rb/Sr age of 517±11 Ma. The granites are fine- to medium-grained, white to light-grey, 

generally form thin sheet-like plutons, which appear to have intruded to slightly higher 

stratigraphic levels than the older Salem-type granites (Klein, 1980a). They consist mainly 

of quartz, perthite, K-feldspar, plagioclase and muscovite, with subordinate biotite, 

hornblende, sphene, Fe-oxide and tourmaline, as well as accessory apatite, zircon and 

monazite (Miller, 1983).  
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Figure 4 Local Geology 

6.1.4 Socio Economic Environment 

The proposed exploration project is located in Henties Bay within the Dorob National park. 

Dorob National Park is a protected area located along the Namibian coast, covering a diverse 

range of ecosystems and landscapes. As a national park, its socio-economic environment is 

shaped by conservation goals, tourism activities, and the involvement of local communities.  

Here is an overview of the socio-economic environment in Dorob National Park: 

Conservation and Environmental Protection:  

Dorob National Park is primarily dedicated to conserving the unique ecosystems and 

biodiversity found in the area. The park plays a crucial role in preserving the fragile coastal 

habitats, including dunes, desert plains, and coastal wetlands. Conservation efforts aim to 

maintain ecological balance, protect endangered species, and sustain natural resources for 

future generations. 

Tourism:  
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Dorob National Park attracts tourists from around the world who come to explore its stunning 

landscapes and experience its rich biodiversity. Tourism activities in the park include guided 

tours, wildlife viewing, birdwatching, hiking, and scenic drives. The presence of tourists 

contributes to the local economy through the demand for accommodation, food services, 

transportation, and other tourism-related businesses. 

Community Involvement: 

Local communities living in the vicinity of Dorob National Park may have traditional or 

ancestral connections to the land. Efforts are made to involve these communities in park 

management and decision-making processes, recognizing their traditional knowledge and 

promoting sustainable practices. Community-based tourism initiatives, cultural exchanges, 

and income-generating projects can provide economic opportunities for local residents and 

foster a sense of ownership and stewardship of the park. 

Employment and Skills Development: 

The tourism industry associated with Dorob National Park offers employment opportunities 

for local residents. Jobs may include park rangers, tour guides, hospitality staff, and support 

services. Training and capacity-building programs can help enhance the skills and expertise of 

individuals working in the tourism sector, leading to improved job prospects and economic 

empowerment within the local communities. 

Research and Education: 

Dorob National Park serves as a site for scientific research and environmental education. 

Researchers and academic institutions conduct studies on various aspects of the park's 

ecosystems, contributing to scientific knowledge and conservation efforts. Educational 

programs and interpretive centres within the park provide opportunities for visitors and local 

communities to learn about the unique natural and cultural heritage of the area. 

Sustainable Development and Partnerships:  

Dorob National Park aims to balance conservation objectives with sustainable development. 

Collaboration between park authorities, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), 
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government agencies, and local communities is crucial for achieving this balance. Partnerships 

can support initiatives such as ecotourism, community-led conservation projects, and 

sustainable livelihood programs that promote economic growth while safeguarding the park's 

ecological integrity. 

It is important to note that the socio-economic environment in Dorob National Park may also 

face challenges, including the need for sustainable tourism management, maintaining a 

delicate balance between conservation and development, and addressing the socio-economic 

needs of local communities. Effective governance, stakeholder engagement, and ongoing 

monitoring and evaluation are key to addressing these challenges and ensuring the long-term 

sustainability of both the park and the surrounding communities. Overall, the socio-economic 

environment in Dorob National Park revolves around conservation objectives, tourism 

activities, community involvement, employment opportunities, research and education, and 

sustainable development initiatives. The interplay of these factors contributes to the social, 

economic, and environmental well-being of the park and its surrounding areas. 

 

Figure 5 EPL 8761 within the Dorob National Park 

7 BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT 

Dorob National Park was proclaimed in 2010 and covers the central Namib Desert. This 

area is known as an angler’s paradise, with kabeljou, galjoen and steenbras being the most 
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prized species. However, it also contains a few surprises. Extensive lichen fields are found 

north of Wlotzkasbaken and Cape Cross, while the Messum Crater in the north contains 

San rock paintings and archaeological sites from Damara nomads. 

The Ugab River and the Skeleton Coast Park border it to the north. The Omaruru River 

bisects it, while the Swakop River is situated just south of its boundary. The towns of 

Henties Bay and Swakopmund are found within its boundaries, along with the hamlet of 

Wlotzkasbaken. The Cape Cross Seal Reserve is a separate reserve in the northern section 

of the area. 

 

Figure 6 Site picture of EPL 8761 

7.1 Flora and fauna 

Henties Bay falls within the Namib Desert Biome and Central Desert vegetation type. The 

soils in the area are Petric gypsisols and petric calcisols. Sparse shrubs and grasses occur 

in the area. The subject site is sparsely vegetated. It should however be ensured that 

should any protected plant species occur on site that they are accommodated within the 

proposed layout. 
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Dorob National Park, located in Namibia, is a diverse and unique ecosystem characterized 

by a variety of vegetation types. The park encompasses a range of landscapes, including 

coastal plains, sand dunes, gravel plains, and rocky outcrops, which contribute to the rich 

plant diversity found within its boundaries. 

One of the prominent vegetation types in Dorob National Park is the desert-adapted 

succulent vegetation. This includes species such as the welwitschia mirabilis, a fascinating 

plant with large, strap-like leaves that can live for hundreds of years. Other succulents like 

the lit hops, commonly known as "living stones," are also found in this region, blending 

seamlessly with their surroundings to evade detection. 

Along the coast, the park is characterized by unique vegetation known as the "fog-belt" 

vegetation. This specialized plant community has adapted to thrive in the mist and fog 

that rolls in from the Atlantic Ocean. Species such as the coastal dwarf dune sage, coastal 

lichens, and numerous salt-tolerant shrubs are well suited to this harsh coastal 

environment. 

Inland, the park showcases an array of arid savannah and grassland vegetation. Species 

like the camel thorn tree and the shepherd's tree are commonly found in these areas, 

providing shade and sustenance for various wildlife species. Grasses and shrubs such as 

the blue bush and the bitter melon creeper also contribute to the diverse vegetation 

mosaic. 

Due to the arid conditions and limited water availability, the flora in Dorob National Park 

has adapted unique survival strategies. Many plants have developed deep root systems 

to access underground water sources, while others have reduced leaf surfaces or store 

water within their fleshy tissues. 

The vegetation of Dorob National Park supports a wide array of wildlife, including desert-

adapted elephants, gemsbok, springbok, and various bird species. The plants provide vital 

resources such as food, shelter, and nesting sites for the park's inhabitants, contributing 

to the overall ecological balance of the region. 
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Protecting and preserving the vegetation of Dorob National Park is crucial not only for the 

plants themselves but also for the diverse array of wildlife that depends on them. Through 

sustainable management and conservation efforts, Namibia aims to maintain the 

ecological integrity of this unique national park for future generations to enjoy and study. 

Coastal and Desert Plants the Park is characterized by a variety of resilient plants adapted 

to survive in arid and desert environments. These include species like the welwitschia, a 

unique and ancient plant, various types of succulents, and desert-adapted shrubs. 

Lichens and Mosses: Due to the coastal fog that rolls in from the Atlantic Ocean, lichens 

and mosses can be found in certain areas of the park, particularly on the western side. 

Desert Wildlife: While wildlife in desert environments is generally sparse, Dorob National 

Park does support some species adapted to arid conditions. This may include small 

mammals like the bat-eared fox, Cape fox, and various rodents. Reptiles such as lizards, 

geckos, and snakes are also present. 

 

8 STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION 

In terms of Section 7 of the Environmental Assessment Regulations (2012), this section 

provides details of the Public Participation Process (PPP) undertaken in the compilation of 

this EIA scoping report. Consultation with the public forms an integral component of an 

EIA investigation and enables Interested and affected parties (IAPs) e.g. neighbouring 

landowners, local authorities, environmental groups, civic associations and communities, 

to comment on the potential environmental impacts associated with the proposed 

development and to identify additional issues, which they feel, should be addressed in the 

EIA. 

The background information document (BID) (see Appendix) provided IAPs with the 

opportunity to register and engage in the public participation process. Through 

registering, they have the opportunity to: Provide the EIA coordinator with additional 
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information, which should be taken into account in the assessment of impacts and during 

decision-making; 

• Attend meetings and obtain information about the proposed project; 

• Share any comments, issues or concerns related to the proposed exploration 

activities; 

• Review and comment on the draft report and EMP and findings from the EIA 

process. 

8.1 AIM FOR PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PROCESS (PPP) 

The aim for the Public Participation Process is not limited to: 

• Informing Interested and Affected Parties (I&APs) of the proposed project; 

• Identifying issues, comments and concerns as raised by I&APs; 

• Promoting transparency and an understanding of the project and its 

consequences; 

• Serving as a structure for links and communication with I&APs; and 

• Providing local knowledge and input in identifying potential environmental 

(biophysical and social) impacts and “hotspots” associated with the proposed 

development. 

The Ministry of Environment and Tourism defines the Environmental Assessment 

Regulations (2012) of the Environmental Management Act (2007), as a process in which 

potential interested and affected parties such as neighbouring landowners, local 

authorities, environmental groups, village councils and communities, to comment on the 

potential environmental impacts associated with the proposed project. Besides these 

legal requirements, the consultation of the public and other relevant stakeholders was 

undertaken to ensure that their voices are heard and taken into account during the 

decision-making process. 
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8.2 ADVERTISEMENTS 

The public participation notices for the EIA were advertised over two consecutive weeks 

in The Namibian from the 17 and 28 April 2023 and the New Era Newspaper from the 14 

and 21 April 2023 (see Appendix 2). Furthermore, EIA notices were placed the Erongo 

Regional Town Council office, and the Henties bay municipality offices. Newspaper 

adverts and notices are annexed at the end of this report. 

8.3 PUBLIC MEETING HELD ON SITE 

In compliance with the EIA Regulations (2012), public (I&AP) and all stakeholders were 

notified as a requirement for the EIA process. Therefore, to incorporate the varying needs 

of stakeholders and I&APs, as well as to ensure the relevant interactions between 

stakeholders and the EIA specialist team, the public was invited to the public meeting at 

the, Henties Bay community hall as per the itinerary below: 

 

Venue  

 

Date Time 

Henties Bay community hall  29 April 2023 10:00AM - 12:00PM 

Table 2 Itinerary of public meeting 

Despite advertising the public meeting in the newspaper and their local radio, the public 

interest on this project is minimal due to the location of the EPL and how far it is from the 

community. The environmental practitioner only managed to meet up with the people 

from MEFT Mr. Riaan Solomon who gave the permit for free entry into the park. 

9 IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

The purpose of this section is to assess and identify the most pertinent environmental 

impacts by describing certain quantifiable aspects of these impacts and to provide 

possible mitigation measures to minimize the magnitude of the impacts that would be 

expected from the various activities that constitute the proposed minerals exploration on 

EPL 8761. 
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The following potential impacts on the environment during exploration activities have 

been identified: 

• Dust 

• Noise 

• Health & Safety 

• Visual 

• Land Use 

• Waste 

• Ecological 

• Groundwater and surface water 

• Heritage 

• Socio-Economic 

These identified potential impacts have been evaluated. Mitigation measures are proposed 

for each aspect of the different potential impacts identified. Comments and concerns raised 

during the public consultation process have been considered and included. 

10 ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY FOR EVALUATING POTENTIAL IMPACTS 

Risk Event Description of the risk that may lead to an impact. 

Status (+ or -) Positive - environment overall will benefit from the 

impact 

Negative - environment overall will be adversely affected 

by the impact 

Neutral - environment overall will not be affected 
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Extent Site Specific Local (limited to within 15 km of the area) 

Regional (limited to ~100 km radius) 

National (limited to within the borders of Namibia) 

International (extending beyond Namibia’s borders) 

Duration Very Short (days, <3 days) 

Short (days, 3 days - 1 year) 

Medium (months, 1 - 5 year) 

Long (years, 5 - 20 years) 

Permanent (>20 years) 

Intensity No Lasting effect (No environmental functions and 

processes are affected) 

Minor effects (The environment functions, but in a 

modified manner) 

Moderate effects (Environmental functions and 

processes are altered to such extent that they 

temporarily cease) 

Serious effects (where environmental functions and 

processes are altered such that they permanently cease 

and/or exceed legal standards/requirements) 

Probability Refers to the probability that a specific impact will 

happen following a risk event. 

Improbable 

(low likelihood) 
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Probable 

(distinct possibility) Highly probable 

 

(most likely) 

Definite (impact will occur regardless of prevention 

measures) 

Prevention Measures to reduce the probability of an impact 

occurring. 

Significance (no mitigation) None (A concern or potential impact that, upon 

evaluation, is found to have no significant impact at all.) 

Mitigation Description of possible mitigation measures 

Significance (with mitigation) None (A concern or potential impact that, upon 

evaluation, is found to have no significant impact at all.) 

Low (Any magnitude, impacts will be localized and 

temporary. Accordingly, the impact is not expected to 

require amendment to the project design.) 

Medium (Impacts of moderate magnitude locally to 

regionally in the short term. Accordingly, the impact is 

expected to require modification of the project design or 

alternative mitigation.) 

High (Impacts of high magnitude locally and in the long 

term and/or regionally and beyond. Accordingly, the 

impact could have a ‘no go’ implication for the project 

unless mitigation or re-design is practically achievable.) 
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Confidence Level The degree of confidence in the predictions, based on the 

availability of information and specialist knowledge. 

Low (based on the availability of specialist knowledge 

and other information) 

Medium (based on the availability of specialist 

knowledge and other information) 

 
High (based on the availability of specialist knowledge 

and other information) 

 
Low (Any magnitude, impacts will be localized and 

temporary. Accordingly, the impact is not expected to 

require amendment to the project design.) 

Medium (Impacts of moderate magnitude locally to 

regionally in the short term. Accordingly, the impact is 

expected to require modification of the project design or 

alternative mitigation.) 

High (Impacts of high magnitude locally and in the long 

term and/or regionally and beyond. Accordingly, the 

impact could have a ‘no go’ implication for the project 

unless mitigation or re-design is practically achievable) 

Risk Event Description of the risk that may lead to an Impact. 

Status (+ or -) Positive - environment overall will benefit from the 

impact 

Negative - environment overall will be adversely affected 

by the impact 
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Neutral - environment overall will not be affected 

Extent Site Specific 

Local (limited to within 15 km of the area) 

Regional (limited to ~100 km radius) 

National (limited to within the borders of Namibia) 

a ‘no go’ implication for the project unless mitigation or 

re-design is practically achievable) Description of 

possible 

mitigation measures 

Significance (with mitigation) None (A concern or potential impact that, upon 

evaluation, is found to have no significant impact at all.) 

Low (Any magnitude, impacts will be localized and 

temporary. Accordingly, the impact is not expected to 

require amendment to the project design.)  

Medium (Impacts of moderate magnitude locally to 

regionally in the short term. Accordingly, the impact is 

expected to require modification of the project design or 

alternative mitigation.) 

High (Impacts of high magnitude locally and in the long 

term and/or regionally and beyond. Accordingly, the 

impact could have a ‘no go’ implication for the project 

unless mitigation or re-design is practically achievable.) 
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Confidence Level The degree of confidence in the predictions, based on the 

availability of information and specialist knowledge. 

Low (based on the availability of specialist knowledge 

and other information) 

Medium (based on the availability of specialist 

knowledge and other information) High (based on the 

availability of specialist 

knowledge and other information) 

Duration Very Short (days, 3 days) 

Short (days, 3 days -1 year) 

Medium (months, 1 - 5 year) 

Long (years, 5 - 20 years) 

Permanent (>20 years) 

Minor effects (The environment functions, but in a 

modified manner) 

Moderate effects (Environmental functions and 

processes are altered to such extent that they 

temporarily cease) 

Serious effects (where environmental functions and 

processes are altered such that they permanently cease 

and/or exceed 

legal standards/requirements) 
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Probability Refers to the probability that a specific impact will 

happen following a risk event. 

Improbable (low likelihood) Probable (distinct possibility) 

Highly probable (most likely) 

Definite (impact will occur regardless of 

prevention measures) 

Prevention 

 

Measures to reduce the probability of an impact 

occurring. 

Mitigation Low (Any magnitude, impacts will be localized and 

temporary. Accordingly, the impact is not expected to 

require amendment to the project design.)  

Medium (Impacts of moderate magnitude locally to 

regionally in the short term. Accordingly, the impact is 

expected to require modification of the project design or 

alternative mitigation.) 

High (Impacts of high magnitude locally and in the long 

term and/or regionally and beyond. Accordingly, the 

impact could have 

Intensity No lasting effect (No environmental functions and 

processes are affected) 

  

Table 3 Potential impacts 

10.1 9.Dust Impact 

Risk Event Disturbances to soil and rock resulting in 

excessive dust in the atmosphere 
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Nature of Impact Prospecting work is likely to create minimal 

dust. Drilling using reverse circulation or 

impact drilling is very likely to create dust due 

to the nature of the technique. The generated 

dust impacts on personnel working in close 

proximity to the drilling rig. Impacts on the 

photo-transpiration efficiency of the 

surrounding plants can be hampered. The 

dusty plants are less palatable to grazing or 

browsing animals. Conditions that often 

prevail. Cars travelling on the access roads can 

create dust plumes trailing behind them. 

Exploration activities entail driving or walking 

to particular sites to collect samples. The 

impact is not persistent for the long term. 

Mitigation Dust suppression techniques should be 

employed if the specific exploration activity is 

likely to create dusty atmospheric conditions 

in excess of the periodic extremes. 

1. Avoid activities that create excessive 

dust on extremely windy days. 

2. Personnel are required to wear 

personal protection equipment if 

excessive dust is created for 

prolonged working periods. 

Significance (with mitigation) Low 

Confidence Level High 
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Status Negative 

Extent Site Specific and possibly local depending on 

mobility of particles and prevailing weather 

conditions. Only on very windy days would 

visually impacting dust travel further than 

15km. The source does not move unlike with 

trucks on dirt roads, so the impact is along a 

single vector. 

Duration Project duration specific 

Intensity Moderate effect in a radius of 150m. No 

known hazardous status of the substrate is 

expected 

Probability Probable 

Significance (no mitigation) Medium to Low. Natural weather conditions 

can create very dusty atmospheric conditions. 

The small scale and site-specific exploration 

activities contribute very   little   to   the   

widespread   ambient 

  

Table 4 Dust Impacts 

10.2 Noise Impacts 

Risk Event Disturbance of sense of place and the effect 

on tranquil ambient noise levels 
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Nature of Impact Potential noise sources during the exploration 

within EPL 8761 could originate from vehicles, 

blasting (when taking bulk samples), 

hammers, powered hand tools, excavators 

and drill rigs. The nuisance factor of these 

noise sources will depend on the proximity of 

the exploration activities to the national road, 

homesteads and sensitive animal habitats. 

Other vehicles travelling on the road 

contribute to the ambient noise levels. 

The guidelines and PPE mitigations are 

discussed under the health and safety section. 

Arrangements to drill over the weekends or at 

other times need to be made with landowners 

so that there is no conflict with tourist, hunting 

or domestic activities. It is recommended that 

any complaints regarding noise be recorded in 

the bi-annual reports. 

Significance (with mitigation) Low 

Confidence Level High 

Status (+ or -) Negative 

Extent Site specific and Localized (up to 1km 

depending on the weather conditions) 

Duration Short 
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Intensity Minor Effects (i.e. cumulative when near the 

national road) & Moderate Effects in quieter 

locations of farms, lodges and hunting 

establishments. 

Probability Definite 

Prevention Noise creation cannot be prevented 

completely, will occur, and should be 

mitigated as best as possible. 

Significance (no mitigation) Medium  

Mitigation For rural districts, the daytime ambient noise 

level requirement outlined in SANS 10103 

(2008) between 6am 10pm is 45dBA. This is in 

line with the guidelines published by the 

World Health Organization (WHO). 

There are industry standards to which the 

noise sources (i.e. machinery) must comply. 

Regular maintenance of machinery should 

maintain the acceptable noise levels for 

operators working with the machines. The 

activities are to take place during daylight 

hours only. Periods of silence during the day 

may be necessary. 

The guidelines and PPE mitigations are 

discussed under the health and safety section. 

Arrangements to drill over the weekends or at 

other times need to be made with landowners 
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so that there is no conflict with tourist, hunting 

or domestic activities. 

It is recommended that any complaints 

regarding noise be recorded in the bi- annual 

reports. 

Significance (with mitigation) Low 

Confidence Level High 

  

Table 5 Noise impacts 

10.3 Health and Safety Impacts 

Risk Event Injury risks due to normal working 

conditions 

Nature of Impact The potential impacts on human health and 

safety resulting from exploration activities 

could include occupational accidents and 

injuries, vehicle accidents, exposure to 

weather extremes, trips and fall on uneven 

terrain, adverse health effects from dust 

generation and emissions, and contact with 

hazardous materials. The potential for these 

impacts to occur would be low because of the 

limited range of activities and number of 

workers required during exploration. 

Operational procedures during tanker ship 

offloading pose numerous risks to operational 

personnel. These risks are assessed in terms of 
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the predicted impact if realized. Typical 

examples are: 

• Carcinogenic effects of some 

• petroleum products 

• Breathing in excessive fumes 

• Product contact with eyes and skin 

• Slipping on wet surfaces 

• Working at heights 

• Muscular injury from incorrect lifting 

techniques 

Status (+ or -) Negative 

Extent Site Specific 

Duration Permanent 

Intensity Minor to Serious Effects 

Probability Highly probable 

Prevention The operations of the exploration can cause 

serious health and safety risks to workers on 

site. Occupational exposures are normally 

related to dermal contact with fuels and 

inhalation of fuel vapors during handling of 

such products. For this reason, adequate 

measures must be brought in place to ensure 

safety of staff on site. 
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An integrated health and safety management 

system acts as a monitoring tool and 

mitigating tool. The monitoring tools are 

elaborated upon in the EMP. 

Typical mitigating measures within the health 

and safety management systems are: 

• Operational and procedural manuals 

• Health and safety training 

• Housekeeping rules 

• Color coding areas, pipes, equipment 

and substances 

• Signage for personal protective 

equipment (e.g. protective clothing 

like safety boots and hard hats) 

• Safe working procedures and permits 

to work 

• Emergency response plans 

• Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) 

• First aid treatment and training 

• Medical procedures and emergency 

services 

• Daily safety reminders and/or drills 

• Regulations for handling fuel 

The MSDS gives health related medical 

responses for personnel assisting staff who are 

exposed to the fuels. 

Significance (no mitigation) Medium 
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Mitigation Procedures for dealing with injuries or 

accidents must be in place and all contact 

details for emergency personnel available. The 

company safety manual is used as developed 

by the guidelines and statutory requirements 

under the Labor Act. 

Significance (with mitigation) Low 

Confidence Level High 

  

Table 6 Health & Safety 

10.4 Visual Impacts 

Risk Event Changes to the aesthetic appeal of the area 

due to presence of people, vehicles and 

machinery. Visible changes to habitats due to 

human activities. 

Nature of Impact The experience of enjoying the vista 

unobstructed by human activities is considered 

highly desirable. Impact to visual resources 

would be considered adverse if the landscape 

were substantially degraded or modified. 

Exploration activities will only have temporary 

and minor visual effects, resulting from the 

presence of workers, vehicles and other 

equipment. Exploration activities would 

possibly contribute to this to some degree 

through drill pad and road construction. 

Prospecting phase activities would have 

negligible effect on this aspect. 
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Status Negative 

Extent Localized 

Duration Short: (presence of vehicles, personnel and 

machinery)  

Long: (un-rehabilitated prospecting holes or 

pits) 

Prevention For exploration to take place, personnel, 

vehicles and machinery will be deployed into 

the area for the short term periodically. 

Exploration is not possible without disturbing 

small sections of the various habitats. 

Significance (no mitigation) High 

 
obvious signs of human presence. Remove all 

waste daily and dispose of it in the appropriate 

manner. 

Removal of machinery from the exploration 

sites if periods of inactivity are protracted. 

Drilling and subsequent phases should take 

place during the least busy tourism period as a 

measure to circumvent the negative 

publicity 

Significance (with mitigation) Medium 

Confidence Level Medium. Often, both plants and animals will in 

time recolonize the sites that are disturbed and 

rehabilitated at least from an aesthetic 
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perspective. The aim is to minimize the 

footprint to achieve the least impact due to 

anthropogenic influences. 

There is no way to predict that changing the 

drilling period to less busy tourist times, that 

tourists, even if fewer in number, will not 

publish negative publicity. 

Mitigation Best practice methodologies for exploration 

will be employed. They may include the 

following: (Some of these also apply to 

mitigations for ecological impacts as well) As 

far as is possible existing roads and tracks are 

used to access target sites for sampling and 

drilling. 

Walking to target sites being careful not to 

disturb plants and faunal habitats. 

Personnel to be trained regarding the 

observable signs of faunal and floral 

biodiversity and the avoidance of habitat 

disturbance. 

Minimize the footprint of personnel, vehicles 

and machinery. As far as is possible no 

vegetation is to be removed. Where new roads 

are constructed the methods should be low 

intensive and possibly use manpower and not 

machines. New roads if planned well could 
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assist with the future objectives of the farm, 

lodge or hunting establishment. 

Intensity Moderate Effects 

Probability Definite 

  

Table 7 Visual impacts 

10.5 Land use Impact 

Risk Event Users and   owners   of the land could 

potentially experience restrictions to their 

constitutionally entitled liberties. 

Nature of Impact EPL 8761 lies within state owned land within 

the Dorob national park sometimes mineral 

exploration within a national park area is 

believed to be in opposition to the commercial, 

societal and biodiversity objectives of natural 

environments. 

A Potential win-win scenario could be 

sustainable for the park and mining providing 

for future generations. The value that mineral 

exploration and later still possible mining could 

bring to the district needs to be discussed 

between the company and the landowners/ 

community members. 

Status Negative 

Extent Regional 
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Duration Short (non-tourism/nature reserve farms 

within the EPL) 

Long (tourism-based farms within the EPL) 

Intensity Minor Effects (non-tourism/nature 

reserve-based farms) Serious Effects (for 

tourism-based farms) 

Probability Definite 

Prevention Exploration implies the presence of an 

exploration team. The exploration activities 

would take place within sensitive nature 

reserve or tourist-based areas. Thus, it would 

not be possible to avoid the conflict of land use 

completely. 

Significance (no mitigation) Low  

Through the issuing of an environmental 

clearance certificate for this listed activity. The 

EIA process facilitates a transparent process by 

which concerns can be raised. Common 

decency will direct the proponent to inform all 

stakeholders of the starting date for the 

activities once the government has issued a 

positive record of decision. The proponent 

(company) is subservient to the conditions laid 

down by the clearance certificate and the law 

that upholds it. The implementation of the 

exploration program will be in accordance with 
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the approved Environmental Management 

Plan (EMP). The draft EMP can be found in 

Appendix 1. 

Significance (with mitigation) Medium to Low (the EMP must be strictly 

implemented and all efforts are made to 

reduce the impacts on the biodiversity, 

commercial and social aspects of the 

farmers/community members. 

Confidence Level Medium 

The Ministry of Environment & Tourism may 

need to clarify and justify any grounds for 

which the exploration company will not be able 

to undertake exploration activities within the 

EPL area. 

Mitigation Law requires that permission be provided 

  

Table 8 Land use impacts 

10.6 Waste Impact 

Risk Event Waste Production 

Nature of Impact The ability of a substance to be waste, which 

must be cleaned up and or removed. Most of 

the waste produced will result from 

maintenance work performed on the 

machinery. Spilled product is also regarded as 

waste. Packaging from food products is 

included. 
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Status (+ or -) Negative 

Extent Site Specific 

Duration Short 

Intensity Minor Effects 

Probability Definite 

Prevention Spillage prevention is possible through 

employing trained personnel and 

implementing general maintenance and 

upkeep of equipment. 

Significance (no mitigation) Medium 

Mitigation Spills and leaks must be reported and cleaned 

up immediately. 

Workers will be made aware of their isolated 

living conditions; any goods for private use or 

for the business need to be brought a long way 

to the site and any waste generated also must 

be taken a long distance to the next dumping 

site. 

Therefore, avoidance of waste generation and 

recycling of all applicable materials are to be 

actioned daily. 

Sewerage waste is to be removed from site. 

The department of water affairs have provided 

guidelines for the establishment of septic 

tanks 
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Significance (with mitigation) Low 

Confidence Level High 

  

Table 9 Waste impact 

10.7 Ecological Impacts 

Risk Event Exploration activities may affect Biodiversity 

of fauna and flora directly or through habitat 

alteration. 

Nature of Impact Through the exploration for mineral resources 

there is potential for affecting the diversity of 

species within the various habitats by reducing 

population numbers of a particular species 

within the EPL. Pressures on the population 

numbers can potentially pressurize the 

populations within an area to an extent that 

causes the species to no longer exist within 

that area. Should a species be endemic to that 

same area then the risk of extinction is high. 

Altering the habitat can potentially result in the 

same outcome. For the most part the endemic 

species found within the area under 

assessment are also found elsewhere in the 

country. However, there may be exceptions 

and a precautionary approach must be taken. 

The species that are classified as Near 

Threatened, Vulnerable and Critically 

Endangered are those that although found 
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elsewhere in Namibia should be taken 

cognizance of. Their specific habitat and 

feeding, breeding, nesting and migratory 

habits must not be impacted upon in the least 

degree. 

Status Negative 

Extent Localized 

Duration Short to Medium term 

Intensity Serious effect if an individual are disturbed or 

destroyed/killed 

Probability Probable 

Prevention Though the habitats will remain relatively 

undisturbed due to the very low percentage 

footprint of activities planned, without prior 

knowledge of the whereabouts of the 

vulnerable, threatened and critically 

endangered species and their preferred 

habitat, it may not be possible to prevent an 

impact, regardless of how small it might be. 

Significance (no mitigation) High Though the intensity of the exploration is 

very low, as already explained, the significance 

of the impact is considered high based on the 

sensitivity of the species that occur here 

Mitigation Those areas targeted for exploration will be 

accessed along existing roads and tracks as far 

as possible. Many of the sites will initially be 
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visited on foot. The latter two exploration 

phases may need to produce new tracks to 

access targeted sites. Dry watercourses 

provide the next option for gaining access to 

remote sites for vehicles where no tracks 

formerly exist. These habitats are occasionally 

disturbed by flash floods and must re-establish 

communities of fauna and flora thereafter. 

Exploration teams need to be trained and 

provided orientation on how to best access 

sites for exploration with least impact on the 

observable and hidden signs of fauna and flora 

and their habitats. 

Rehabilitation of sites that have been explored 

must restore the sites, as far as is possible to 

their prior state to mitigate the visual impact 

and to allow for the best possible re-

colonization of the site, by plants and animals. 

Tree surveys prior to clearing roads and drill 

pads are mandatory and forestry permits are 

required by law. NO PROTECTED TREES 

SHOULD BE FELLED. 

Significance (with mitigation) Low 

Confidence Level Medium. Knowledge of the whereabouts of 

some species and their habitats may not be 

readily available and this makes it difficult to 

predict whether the low significance can be 
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practically achieved. Surveys of the areas to be 

cleared will be required by the Forestry 

Directorate and bush-clearing permits are to 

be issued by the same. 

  

Table 10 Ecology impacts 

10.8 Groundwater and surface water Impacts 

Risk Event Exploration activities may affect the 

availability of water and the quality there of 

Nature of Impact Through the exploration for mineral resources 

there is potential for impacting: 

• Water availability for deep rooted 

trees in riverbeds (groundwater) 

• Water availability and quality for 

people (groundwater) 

• Risk of surface and groundwater 

pollution 

• Risk of groundwater drawdown due to 

abstraction 

Status Negative 

Extent Localized 

Duration Short to Long term 

Intensity Serious effect, permanent change to the 

availability of water would be devastating for 

the sustainable farming that occurs here. 
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Probability Probable if boreholes puncture the Karst 

Formation, water abstraction is not controlled, 

or water pollution is not prevented 

Prevention It is possible to prevent over abstraction and 

pollution of water resources. It is also possible 

to prevent the puncturing of the Karst 

Formations (if any) through careful planning, 

knowledge and liaison with the Department of 

Water Affairs. 

Significance (no mitigation) High: Should the prevention measures not be 

in place then the significance of the impact will 

be high. The population carrying capacity is 

already low due to limited water resources. 

Significance (with mitigation) Low 

Confidence Level High, only if the mitigations are carried out 

strictly. Guarantees must be given by the 

exploration company that they do not in any 

way damage the susceptible water 

resource. 

  

Table 11 Groundwater and surface water impacts 

10.9 Socio-Economic Impact 

Risk Event Positive aspect of sustaining employment in 

the sector. 
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Nature of Impact The project to be carried out at EPL 8761 site 

will employ a limited number of people 

involved with exploration on an intermittent 

basis. From 10 to 30 staff would be on site 

during the drilling phase depending on the 

intensity of the drilling program. On the 

negative side, the social and economic basis of 

the farms/ community may be adversely 

affected by the presence and activities of the 

exploration team and equipment. Potential 

lowering of the security currently enjoyed 

could be potentially interrupted. 

Status Positive & Negative 

Extent Regional (radius of up to 100 km) 

Duration Short up to one year of drilling spread over a 

broad area. 

Intensity Moderate effect (for the positive) 

Moderate effect (for the negative) 

Probability Probable (both the negative and positive 

aspects) 

Prevention If the environmental clearance certificate is 

not forthcoming, then the positive impact is 

halted. 

Significance (no mitigation) Low (positive) The   project   will   employ very 

few personnel, so it is not significant in the 

greater scheme of things. 
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Medium (negative) The security of the farms/ 

communal land could potentially be lowered 

through negligence and or intentional misuse 

of the privileged access to the farms. 

Mitigation Where possible, local persons (i.e. from the 

adjacent towns and farms) should be 

employed. This depends on the level of skills 

the local persons have. Sustainable 

employment will result should the project be 

allowed to go ahead. 

The drilling program could take place during 

less busy tourism times and if necessary, 

increase the number of drill rigs during that 

time to shorten the period of activity. 

Company supervisory staff must manage the 

access to and from the farms very strictly 

ensuring the staff stay within predetermined 

areas and ensuring all inter leading gates etc. 

are closed and or locked as per the request of 

the farm owners. 

Significance (with mitigation) Low (positive) 

Low (negative) 

Confidence Level High 

  

Table 12 Socio- Economic Impacts 
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11 CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, this project in EPL 8761 will explore base and rare metals, industrial minerals, 

dimension stone, nuclear fuel minerals and precious metal group of minerals. Through 

exploring for these commodities, contributions to the Namibia’s economy will be made and 

continued employment to the existing staff is made possible. 

For all aspects of operations and prospecting work strict adherence to the company’s 

environment, Health and Safety policies must be ensured. Environmental training of the work 

force as well as monitoring of all aspects pertaining to Environment, Health and Safety must 

be carried out in accordance with the approved EMP. 

The exploration within the EPL the company will follow a phased approach, which will be in 

line with the relevant Namibian legislation and regulations. The exploration program will be 

conducted in line with the EMP thus implementing the necessary mitigation measures, 

monitoring and stipulated rehabilitation. It is of utmost importance that good relations are 

upheld with the farming community, community members and any other affected parties. 
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APPENDIX A: SITE NOTICE PLACEMENTS AND NEWSPAPER ADVERTISMENTS 
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Notice

Legal Notices

Tel: (061) 208 0800/44 Fax: (061) 220 584              

Email: classifieds@nepc.com.na

NOTICE TO CREDITORS IN 
DECEASED ESTATE

All persons having claims against 
the estates specified below are 
called to lodge their claims with 
the executors concerned within 
a period of 30 days (or otherwise 
as indicated) from the date of 
publication from the date hereof.

Registered number of Estate:
E 140/2023
Surname: EISES 
Christian names: LAURENCIA 
RENATHE
I d e n t i t y / P a s s p o r t  n u m b e r : 
73081200083
Last address: SWAKOPMUND
Date of Death: 15 JULY 2021
Master’s office: WINDHOEK
Magistrate’s office: SWAKOPMUND
Name and (only one) address 
of executor or authorized agent: 
PT MATJILA ATTORNEYS, 
BUSINESS ADDRESS AT UNIT 
4, TALL TERRACE, WECKE 
STREET, WINDHOEK
Date: 30 MARCH 2023
Tel No: 081-636 9260
Notice for publ icat ion in the 
government Gazette on: 
14 APRIL 2023

NOTICE TO CREDITORS IN 
DECEASED ESTATES

All persons having claims against 
the estates specified below, are 
called upon to lodge their claims 
with the executors concerned within 
a period of 30 days (or otherwise 
as indicated) from the date of 
publication hereof.
Registered number of estate: 
E 660/2023
Master’s Office: Windhoek
Surname: Garosas
First names: Lesetta 
Date of birth: 1935-12-03
Identity number: 35120300065
Last address: Tsumeb
Date of death: 2014-12-08
Name and (only name) address 
of executor or authorized agent: 
Namib Capital Investment
Cc:  E luwa Bu i ld ing  Un i t  9 , 
Independence Avenue, Windhoek
Tel No.: 0813513657
Period allowed for lodgment of 
claims if other than 30 days: 
30 days only
Advertiser, and address:
Namib Capital Investment
Cc:  E luwa Bu i ld ing  Un i t  9 , 
Independence Avenue, Windhoek
Tel No.: 083 3452897
office@namibcapital.com
Notice for publ icat ion in the 
Government Gazette on: 
21st April 2023

LIQUIDATION AND 
DISTRIBUTION ACCOUNT IN 

DECEASED ESTATE LYING FOR 
INSPECTION

In terms of section 35(5) of Act 
66 of 1965 notice is hereby given 
that copies of the liquidation and 
distribution accounts (first and 
final, unless otherwise stated) in 
the estates specified below will be 
open for the inspection of all persons 
interested therein for a period 
of 21 days (or longer if specially 
stated) from the date specified or 
from the date of publication hereof, 
whichever may be the later, and 
at the offices of the Maters and 
Magistrates as stated.
Registered number of estate:
E 2032/2021
Surname: Klaaste 
Christian Names: 
Katrina Magdelena 
Identity number: 38052400023
Last Address: Windhoek 
Description of account other than 
First and Final: Final
Period of inspection other than 21 
days: 21 days
Magistrate’s Office: Windhoek 
Master’s Office: Windhoek
Name and (only name) address of 
executor or authorized agent: 
Namib Capital Investment
Cc:  E luwa Bu i ld ing  Un i t  9 , 
Independence Avenue, Windhoek
Tel No.: 083 3452897
Office@namibcapital.com
Notice for publ icat ion in the 
Government Gazette on: 
21st April 2023

Public Notice:

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 

ASSESSMENT FOR THE 

PROPOSED

 EXPLORATION ACTIVITIES

&

INVITATION TO THE PUBLIC 

MEETINGS

EPL 8761

In accordance with the Environmental 

Management Act(no.7 of 2007)

(EMA) and the Environmental Impact 

Assessment ( EIA) Regulations 

(Government Notice No 4878 of 

2012), notice is hereby given to all 

possible interested and affected 

Parties (I&APs) that an application 

will be made to the environmental 

clearance as follows:

Project: Base and rare metals, 

d imension s tones,  indust r ia l 

minerals, non-nuclear fuel minerals, 

nuclear fuel minerals and precious 

metals.  Industrial Minerals on EPL 

8761

Proponent:  Mr. Vitalius Simon 

Ipangelwa Iipwakena

Location: 

To be confirmed via email and text 
with registered and affected parties

Public Meeting Date: 

21-22 April 2023

Venue: 

To be confirmed via email and text 
with registered and affected parties

Time: 

To be confirmed via email and text 
with registered and affected parties

Deadline for submission of comments 

for interested and affected parties: 

28 April 2023

Register as I & Aps @: 
gaiaconsultantscc@gmail.com
or call +264 81 738 2934/ 

085 692 5509

• CHANGE OF SURNAME •

THE ALIENS ACT, 1937

NOTICE OF INTENTION  

OF CHANGE OF SURNAME

I,(1) NDUMBA KARWAPA DAVID residing 
at OKURYANGAVA, OMBAKATA STREET 

and carrying on business / employed a (2)  
N/A. intend applying to the Minister of Home  
Affairs for authority under section 9 of the 
Aliens Act, 1937, to assume the surname 

N/A for the reasons that (3) I WANT TO USE 

KARWAPA AS MY SURNAME BECAUSE 

ALL MY SIBLINGS USE KARWAPA AS 

THE SURNAME, THE NAME NDUMBA IS 

MY FATHER'S LAST NAME. LASTLY ALL 

MY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE CONTAINS 

THE NAME KARWAPA AS THE SURNAME. 

I previously bore the name(s) (4) N/A. I 
intend also applying for authority to change 
the surname of my wife N/A and minor 
child(ren) N/A (5) to N/A Any person who 
objects to my/our assumption of the said 
surname of KARWAPA should as soon as 
my be lodge his/her objection, in writing, 
with a statement of his/her reasons therefore, 
with the magistrate of KATUTURA COURT

04 APRIL 2023

Adopt a 
Pet

Public Notice:

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 

ASSESSMENT FOR THE 

PROPOSED

 EXPLORATION ACTIVITIES

&

INVITATION TO THE PUBLIC 

MEETINGS

EPL 8837

In accordance with the Environmental 

Management Act(no.7 of 2007)

(EMA) and the Environmental Impact 

Assessment ( EIA) Regulations 

(Government Notice No 4878 of 

2012), notice is hereby given to all 

possible interested and affected 

Parties (I&APs) that an application 

will be made to the environmental 

clearance as follows:

Project: Industrial Minerals on 

EPL 8837

Proponent: Newcrest Investment cc

Location: 

To be confirmed via email and text 
with registered and affected parties

Public Meeting Date: 

21-22 April 2023

Venue: 

To be confirmed via email and text 
with registered and affected parties

Time: 

To be confirmed via email and text 
with registered and affected parties

Deadline for submission of comments 

for interested and affected parties: 

28 April 2023

Register as I & Aps @: 
gaiaconsultantscc@gmail.com
or call +264 81 738 2934/

085 692 5509

BID INVITATION

CONSULTING SERVICES: NAM ISO45001: 2018 OHS 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

For a detailed advert please visit website: https://cenored.com.na/procurement/

BIDS
www.cenored.com.na

REPUBLIC OF NAMIBIA 

MINISTRY OF LABOUR, INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS AND EMPLOYMENT CREATION

VACANCIES

OFFICE OF THE LABOUR COMMISSIONER

DIVISION: //KHARAS REGION

SUBDIVISION: CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION

Post Designation : Chief Arbitrator Grade 5
1 x Post : Keetmanshoop
Salary Scale : N$ 412, 001 – 492, 567
Housing Allowance : N$ 14, 520 per annum
Transport Allowance : N$ 8,760 per annum

Minimum requirements: 
An appropriate B. Degree on NQF Level 7 (or equivalent qualification) with bias in Labour Law (Conciliation and 
Arbitration); PLUS six (6) years appropriate experience in the field of labour and employment related issues; 

PLUS
Appointment by the Minister responsible for Labour as Conciliator in terms of Section 82(3) and as Arbitrator 
in terms of Section 85(3) of the Labour Act, 2007 (Act No. 11 of 2007). Candidates must be in a possession of 
a valid Driver’s License.

OR
An LLB. Degree on NQF Level 8 (or equivalent qualification) PLUS three (3) years appropriate experience;

PLUS
Appointment by the Minister responsible for Labour as Conciliator in terms of Section 82(3) and as Arbitrator 
in terms of Section 85(3) of the Labour Act, 2007 (Act No. 11 of 2007). Candidates must be in a possession of 
a valid Driver’s License.

DIVISION: //KHARAS AND KHOMAS REGIONS
SUBDIVISION: CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION

Post Designation : Arbitrator Grade 6
3 x Posts : 1x Keetmanshoop, //Kharas Region
    2x Windhoek, Khomas Region
Salary Scale : N$ 337, 984 – 403, 922
Housing Allowance : N$ 14,520 per annum
Transport Allowance : N$ 8,760 per annum

Minimum requirements: 
An appropriate B. Degree on NQF Level 7 (or equivalent qualification) with bias in Labour Law (Conciliation and 
Arbitration); PLUS three (3) years appropriate experience in the field of labour and employment related issues; 

PLUS
Appointment by the Minister responsible for Labour as Conciliator in terms of Section 82(3) and as Arbitrator 
in terms of Section 85(3) of the Labour Act, 2007 (Act No. 11 of 2007). Candidates must be in a possession of 
a valid Driver’s License.

OR
An LLB. Degree on NQF Level 8 (or equivalent qualification) PLUS one (1) year appropriate experience.

PLUS
Appointment by the Minister responsible for Labour as Conciliator in terms of Section 82(3) and as Arbitrator 
in terms of Section 85(3) of the Labour Act, 2007 (Act No. 11 of 2007). Candidates must be in a possession of 
a valid Driver’s License.

Enquiries:  Ms. Kyllikki Sihlahla
  Telephone: 061 – 206 6802

CLOSING DATE: 12 MAY 2023

Candidacy is limited to Namibian citizens. Women and persons living with disabilities are encouraged to 
apply. All foreign qualifications must be submitted with an evaluation of qualification from Namibia 
Qualification Authority (NQA). Failure to complete all items on the application form for employment 
and not attaching the required documents will disqualify the application. Please take note that only 
shortlisted candidates will be contacted and no personal documents will be returned. All supporting documents 
(Qualifications and Identity Document etc. must be originally certified by the Namibian Police.  Application form 
for employment 156043 and Health questionnaire form 156094 (obtainable at all Government Offices) must be 
addressed to:

The Acting Executive Director
Ministry of Labour, Industrial Relations and Employment Creation

Private Bag 19005, Khomasdal
32 Mercedes Street

WINDHOEK
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Employment Employment

Offered

Property

For Sale/To Let

LOVE JUSTICE 

INTERNATIONAL, T/A ELJAY 

TRANSIT MONITORING 

has vacancy for Transit 
Monitors for Walvis Bay, 

Oshikango, and Windhoek. 

The Cand ida tes  must  be 
residents in the respective towns 
above or be able to relocate 
at their own cost. This is for a 
3-month limited Contract, with 
possibility of renewal. 

We’ re  look ing for  peop le 
passionate about people and 
social justice, able to work 
flexible hours and weekend.  
A driver ’s license is a plus; 
a teachable mind and great 
character a definite MUST.

Email CV and Covering  
letter detailing the town  
you are applying for, to  

edouard@lovestilce.ngo

Application cut off is  
25 April 2023.

Windhoek North
A spacious two bedroom 

flat with open plan kitchen 
(cupboards), dinning/lounge, 

shower and toilet inside,  
as well as WI-FI. 

N$ 7000 per month, 
only water, rates and taxes included 

-  pre-paid electricity. 
N$ 3000 returnable deposit 

required. Only neat, sober couple or 
two to share. 

Provision for one car parking. 
Available immediately.

Call Mrs Anna Shivute.
085-709 3727

Property

Ondangwa Commercial College 
is seeking for the services 

of qualified and experienced 
Instructors to teach in the 

following field of study:

• Agriculture

Key duties and 
responsibilities:

• Supervision of students
• Preparation of lessons for 

teaching according to course 
curriculum

• Taking full responsibility of the 
students as well as the assets.
• Conducting class tests and 

evaluating performance
• Involvement in all co-curricular 

activities
• Supervision and reporting of 
different Agricultural projects

Minimum Qualifications  
and Requirements:

• Bachelor of Science and 
Wildlife Sciences Honours 

Degree or equivalent
• At least 3 years working 

experience in the related field
• Be Computer literate

• Assessor, Moderator and 
Instrument Designer certificate 

will be an added advantage

All applications with CVs and 
certified copies of certificates 

should be posted to:

THE HUMAN RESOURCES 
MANAGER, P.O. Box 2614 
Ondangwa or emailed to 

ondacollege@gmail.com on or 
before Friday, 28 April 2023.
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We Help 
People  

& 

Organisations 
Grow 

NOTICE OF AN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT – 
MINING CLAIMS

Notice is hereby given that applications for Environmental Clearance 
Certificates (ECCs) will be made to the office of the Environmental 
Commissioner in the Ministry of Environment, Forestry and Tourism 
in terms of the Environmental Management Act and related EIA 
Regulations for authorisation to undertake listed activities (mining 
and benefication) on the following Mining Claims (MCs):
Mining Claims
MC #67009, MC #67010 & MC #67011 : Proprietor - Mr Ernst Naomab
MC #67216 : Proprietor - Mr Mathan von Francois
Location of MCs
All MCs are pegged on a commercial farm sitiated in the Magisterial 
District of Omaruru, Erongo Region, and duly registered with the 
Ministry of Mines and Energy.
EIA Consultant
Cell: 081 418 3125 & Fax: 08864 5026 & Email: ekwao@iway.na
Closing Date
Interested and Affected Parties (IAPs) are hereby invited to register for 
the EIA and to submit their comments and/or concerns with respect to 
the envisaged mining activities to Ekwao Consulting by 30 April 2023
A Background Information Document (BID) is available upon inquiry.

Public Notice:
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 

ASSESSMENT FOR THE 

PROPOSED
 EXPLORATION ACTIVITIES

&

INVITATION TO THE PUBLIC 
MEETINGS

EPL 8761

In accordance with the Environmental 
Management Act(no.7 of 2007)
(EMA) and the Environmental Impact 
Assessment ( EIA) Regulations 
(Government Notice No 4878 of 
2012), notice is hereby given to all 
possible interested and affected 
Parties (I&APs) that an application 
will be made to the environmental 
clearance as follows:
Project: Base and rare metals, 
dimension stones, industrial minerals, 
non-nuclear fuel minerals, nuclear 
fuel minerals and precious metals.  
Industrial Minerals on EPL 8761
Proponent:  Mr. Vitalius Simon 
Ipangelwa Iipwakena
Location: 
To be confirmed via email and text 
with registered and affected parties
Public Meeting Date: 
21-22 April 2023
Venue: 
To be confirmed via email and text 
with registered and affected parties
Time: 
To be confirmed via email and text 
with registered and affected parties
Deadline for submission of comments 
for interested and affected parties: 
28 April 2023
Register as I & Aps @: 
gaiaconsultantscc@gmail.com
or call +264 81 738 2934/ 
085 692 5509

Public Notice:
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 

ASSESSMENT FOR THE 

PROPOSED
 EXPLORATION ACTIVITIES

&

INVITATION TO THE PUBLIC 
MEETINGS

EPL 8837
In accordance with the Environmental 
Management Act(no.7 of 2007)
(EMA) and the Environmental Impact 
Assessment ( EIA) Regulations 
(Government Notice No 4878 of 
2012), notice is hereby given to all 
possible interested and affected 
Parties (I&APs) that an application 
will be made to the environmental 
clearance as follows:
Project: Industrial Minerals on 
EPL 8837
Proponent: Newcrest Investment cc
Location: 
To be confirmed via email and text 
with registered and affected parties
Public Meeting Date: 
21-22 April 2023
Venue: 
To be confirmed via email and text 
with registered and affected parties
Time: 
To be confirmed via email and text 
with registered and affected parties
Deadline for submission of comments 
for interested and affected parties: 
28 April 2023
Register as I & Aps @: 
gaiaconsultantscc@gmail.com
or call +264 81 738 2934/
085 692 5509

AGRICULTURAL 

ENGINEER

We are seeking an experienced 
a n d  d e t a i l - o r i e n t a t e d 
Agricultural Engineer to join 
our team. The successful 
candidate will work to improve 
the production and efficiency 
of our blue berry project. This 
role will design, develop, 
and implement innovative 
solutions to increase yields 
and optimize equipment, land, 
and resources.

Duties and Responsibilities
• Develop and design new
 techniques and systems
 that promote efficient
 agricultural 
 practices specific for the
 blue berry industry.
• Analyze data and create 
 reports to identify areas of 
 improvement and potential 
 risks.
• Monitor and inspect 
 agricultural processes 
 and operations to ensure 
 compliance with regulations 
 and standards.
• Collaborate with site
 manager, directors and 
 stakeholders to ensure the 
 successful implementation
 of the project.
• Manage the project from 
 planning to completion to 
 ensure deadlines are met 
 and goals are achieved.

Requirements and 
Qualifications
• Bachelor’s degree in 
 Agricultural Engineering.
• 15+ years of experience in 
 agricultural engineering
 and 10+ years in the blue 
 berry industry.
• Sound Knowledge and 
 experience of Blue Berry 
 Fertigation & Irrigation 
 design and implementation.
• Strong problem-solving and 
 analytical skills
• Excellent project 
 management and 
 communication skills
• Able to work independently 
 and collaboratively.
• Valid driver’s license and 
 reliable transportation

Please forward CV to 
hello@namibiaberries.

REPUBLIC OF NAMIBIA
MINISTRY OF INDUSTRIALISATION AND 

TRADE, LIQUOR ACT, 1998 NOTICE 
OF APPLICATION TO A COMMITTEE IN 

TERMS OF THE LIQUOR ACT, 1998 
(regulations 14, 26 & 33)

Notice is given that an application in terms 

of the Liquor Act, 1998, particulars of which 
appear below, will be made to the Regional 

Liquor Licensing Committee, Region:
KHOMAS

1. Name and postal address of applicant,  
ESTER NDAKONDJELWA EMVULA,  

P O BOX 22228, WINDHOEK
2. Name of business or proposed Business 

to which applicant relates 

NDAKONDJELWA PROPERTIES CC

3. Address/Location of premises to which 
Application relates:

ERF 200, SILVER STREET,  

PROSPERITA WINDHOEK
4. Nature and details of application: 
WHOLESALE LIQUOR LICENCE

5. Clerk of the court with whom Application 
will be lodged: 

KATUTURA MAGISTRATE COURT 

6. Date on which application will be 
Lodged:  20 APRIL 2023

7 Date of meeting of Committee at Which 

application will be heard:
14 JUNE 2023

Any objection or written submission in terms of 
section 28 of the Act in relation to the applicant 

must be sent or delivered to the Secretary of 
the Committee to reach the Secretary not less 
than 21 days before the date of the meeting 
of the Committee at which the application 

will be heard.

REPUBLIC OF NAMIBIA
MINISTRY OF INDUSTRIALISATION 

AND TRADE, LIQUOR ACT, 1998 
NOTICE OF APPLICATION TO A 
COMMITTEE IN TERMS OF THE 

LIQUOR ACT, 1998 
(regulations 14, 26 & 33)

Notice is given that an application 
in terms of the Liquor Act, 1998, 

particulars of which appear below, 
will be made to the Regional Liquor 

Licensing Committee, Region:
KHOMAS

1. Name and postal address 
of applicant,  PRIMESHOW 

INVESTMENTS OCC T/A CHILLAZ,  
P O BOX 24305, WINDHOEK

2. Name of business or proposed 
Business to which applicant relates 

CHILLAZ SPORT BAR AND  
CAR WASH

3. Address/Location of premises to 
which Application relates:

ERF 200, SILVER STREET, 
PROSPERITA WINDHOEK

4. Nature and details of application: 
SPECIAL LIQUOR LICENCE

5. Clerk of the court with whom 
Application will be lodged: 

KATUTURA MAGISTRATE COURT 
6. Date on which application will be 
Lodged: 15 APRIL - 03 MAY 2023

Any objection or written submission in 
terms of section 28 of the Act in relation 

to the applicant must be sent or delivered 
to the Secretary of the Committee to reach 
the Secretary not less than 21 days before 
the date of the meeting of the Committee 

at which the application will be heard.

Medical X-Ray Centre is an 
equal opportunity employer and 
invites a proactive, professional, 
caring, ethical persons to apply 
for the following position:

POSITION (2x): 
DIAGNOSTIC 
SONOGRAPHER

KEY RESPONSIBILITIES
• Assume responsibility for the 
 safety, and mental and 
 physical comfort of patients
 during the examination.
• Perform obstetrics, 
 gynecology, abdominal, small
 parts, vascular &
 musculoskeletal ultrasound 
 examinations independently.
• Analyze and synthesize 
 sonographic information in 
 diagnostic ultrasound reports.
• Maintain ultrasound
 equipment,
 supplies, and work area.

Minimum Requirements
• Namibian citizenship or
 eligible to work in Namibia.
• Bachelor’s Degree:
 Diagnostic Ultrasound.
• Registered as Sonographer
 at the Health Professions
 Council of Namibia.
• 5 years of working experience 
 as a Sonographer.
• Cognitive sonography skills 
 to identify record and adapt 
 procedures to anatomical, 
 pathological, and diagnostic
 information and images.
• Well-developed interpersonal 
 and communication skills.

Flexibility and willingness to work 
outside normal working hours.
As per the Affirmative Action 
(Employment) Act, Act 29 of 
1998; Namibian citizens from 
previously disadvantaged 
groups are encouraged to apply.

Kindly all CVs & other relevant 
documents may be addressed 

to: 
tchikwambi.mxr@gmail.com

Closing date: 21 April 2023

The Cheetah Conservation
Fund (CCF) has three 

positions available. 
Salary and benefits would be 

negotiated.
The full position descriptions
and necessary qualifications

may be found at
http://cheetah.org/jobs-in-

namibia/.

Conservation Scientist - 
Policies

Veterinarian

CCF European Affiliate 
Liaison

If you meet the qualifications
for a position and wish to

apply, forward a PDF of your
CV and a letter explaining

your interest to:
jobs@ccfnamibia.org 

All three positions require 
university degrees, computer 
literacy,and fluency in English. 

Email
applications only. Phone or 

mail applications 
will be ignored.

Closing dates:
26 April 2023

Give your 

business the best 

boost you can! 

Advertise in our 

weekly motoring 

supplement 

WOEMA!

Be it any 

accessories or 

gadgets for your 

vehicle.

Call us on 061 

2080800 or  

fax us on 220584

Put the WOEMA  
back into your 

business! 

MUNICIPALITY OF HENTIES BAY

HENTIES BAY: SALE OF ERF 2066-2083 OMDEL EXTENSION 7 
ZONED RESIDENTIAL BY WAY OF PRIVATE TREATY TO MESSRS 
RICARDO COOPER

By virtue of Council Resolution CO18/17/02/2023/02N°/2023 and in 
terms of Section 63 (2)(b) of the Local Authorities Act, (Act 23 of 1992) as 
amended, read in conjunction with Section 30 (1)(t) of the Local Authorities 
Act 1992 ( Act 23 of 1992) as amended, notice is hereby given that the 
Municipal Council of Hentiesbaai intends to sell by way of private treaty, 
single residential Erven , 2066-2083 Omdel Extension 7 to Messrs Ricardo 
Cooper , at a selling price of N$ 10.00 p/m2 which equates to N$ 49 580.00 
(Forty nine Thousand Five Hundred and Eighty Namibian Dollars only) 
for housing purposes.

No Erf Size Applicant Purchase Price
  No (m2) (N$ 10/m2)
1 2074 464 Ricardo Cooper 4640.00
2 2075 320 Ricardo Cooper 3200.00
3 2076 320 Ricardo Cooper 3 200.00
4 2077 320 Ricardo Cooper 3 200.00
5 2078 320 Ricardo Cooper 3200.00
6 2079 320 Ricardo Cooper 3 200.00
7 2080 320 Ricardo Cooper 3 200.00
8 2081 320 Ricardo Cooper 3200.00
9 2082 320 Ricardo Cooper 3 200.00
10 2083 320 Ricardo Cooper 3200.00
11 2062 327 Ricardo Cooper 3 270.00
12 2063 327 Ricardo Cooper 3270.00
13 2064 320 Ricardo Cooper 3 200.00
14 2065 320 Ricardo Cooper 3 200.00
15 2066 320 Ricardo Cooper 3 200.00

Further take note that the locality and the layout plan of the property lies 

open for inspection during office hours at the offices of the Municipal Council 
situated at the corner of Jakkalsputz Road and Nickey lyambo Avenue.

Any person (s) having objection (s) to the intended lease of the property 

may lodge such objection (s) fully motivated thereof to the undersigned, 

within fourteen (14) days after the second placement of the advert.

The Chief Executive Officer PO Box 61
Henties Bay
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b‘shnm�ne�sghr�mnshbd+�sn�sgd�qdfhrsq‘q�
‘mc� sn� sgd� ok‘hmshee&r� kdf‘k� oq‘bsh,
shnmdq� ne� xntq� hmsdmshnm� sn� cdedmc�
’he� ‘mx(� hm� ‘m� ‘bshnm� vgdqdhm� EHPRS�
M@SHNM@K� A@MJ� NE� M@LHAH@�
KHLHSDC) Z otakhb bnloZmx vhsg
khlhsdc�kh‘ahkhsx+�ctkx�hmbnqonq‘sdc�hm�
sdqlr� ne� sgd� bnlo‘mx� k‘vr� ne� sgd�
Pdotakhb�ne�M‘lhah‘�‘mc�qdfhrsdqdc�
‘r� ‘� a‘mjhmf� hmrshstshnm� hm� sdqlr� ne�
sgd� A‘mjhmf� Hmrshstshnmr� @bs+� @bs� 1�
ne� 0887� ’Pdf-� Mn-� 1//1./07/(� vhsg�
hsr qdfhrsdqdc gd‘c neflbd ; O‘qjrhcd+
02/�Hmcdodmcdmbd�@udmtd+�2qc�Eknnq�
EMA� Gd‘c� Neflbd� Athkchmf+� Vhmc,
gndj+�M‘lhah‘�bk‘hlr9
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“BnlontmcHmsdqdrssgdqdnmZssgd
oqhld� q‘sd� ne� 6-64$� ’oktr� 0-5/$(�
odq� ‘mmtl� ‘r� eqnl� 17� Edaqt‘qx�
1/11�sn�c‘sd�ne�flm‘k�o‘xldms:
“BnrsnerthsnmZssnqmdxZmcnvm
bkhdms�rb‘kd�‘r�‘fqddc-
“EtqsgdqnqZksdqmZshudqdkhde-
S@JDETQSGDQMNSHBDsgZshmsgd
dudms� ne� xnt� cdedmchmf� sgd� ‘bshnm+�
xnt�‘qd�sn�cdkhudq�‘�mnshbd�ne�hmsdm,
shnm� sn� cdedmc� vghbg� ltrs� sgdqdhm�
fhud�xntq�etkk�qdrhcdmsh‘k�nq�atrhmdrr�
‘ccqdrr+�‘mc�ltrs�‘krn�‘oonhms�‘m�
‘ccqdrr+�mns�adhmf�‘�onrs�neflbd�anw�
nq�onrsd�qdrs‘msd+�enq�rdquhbd�nm�xnt�
ne�‘kk�cnbtldmsr�hm�sghr�‘bshnm�vhsg,
hm� ‘� üdwhakd� q‘chtr� eqnl� sgd� neflbd�
ne�sgd�qdfhrsq‘q�nq�he�xnt�dkdbs�sn�ad�
rdqudc�ax�dkdbsqnmhb�ld‘mr�hmchb‘sd�
xntq�dkdbsqnmhb�‘ccqdrr�‘mc�hm�sg‘s�
b‘rd�rdquhbd�sgdqdne�‘s�sgd�‘ccqdrr�
rn� fhudm� hr� u‘khc� ‘mc� deedbst‘k+� dw,
bdos�vgdqd�ax�‘mx�nqcdq�nq�oq‘bshbd�
ne� sgd�bntqs�odqrnm‘k�rdquhbd� hr� qd,
pthqdc- S@JD MNSHBD ETQSGDQ
sg‘s� he� xnt� e‘hk� sn� fhud� rtbg� mnshbd+�
itcfldms� l‘x� ad� fq‘msdc� ‘f‘hmrs�
xnt�vhsgnts�etqsgdq�qdedqdmbd�sn�xnt-
S@JD ETQSGDQ MNSHBD sgZs rh,
ltks‘mdntrkx� vhsg� sgd� cdkhudqx� ne�
sgd�mnshbd�ne�hmsdmshnm�ne�cdedmc+�sgd�
cdedmc‘ms�ltrs�cdkhudq�sgd�qdstqm�hm�
sdqlr� ne� qtkd� 5’3(+� vghbg� bnms‘hmr�

sgd�enkknvhmf� hmenql‘shnm�‘ants�sgd�
cdedmcZms9z’Z(hmsgdbZrdneZmZs,
tq‘k� odqrnm+� ghr� nq� gdq� etkk� m‘ldr+�
hcdmshsx�mtladq�vgdqd�‘u‘hk‘akd�‘mc�
he� ‘� M‘lhah‘m� bhshydm� nq� ‘mx� nsgdq�
odqrnm� nqchm‘qhkx� qdrhcdms� hm� M‘,
lhah‘+� ghr� nq� gdq� ogxrhb‘k� ‘ccqdrr�
‘mc�vgdqd�‘u‘hk‘akd+�ghr�nq�gdq�sdkd,
ognmd�nq�bdkktk‘q�ognmd�mtladq�nq�
ansg+�vnqjok‘bd�sdkdognmd�mtladq+�
e‘brhlhkd� mtladq� ‘mc� odqrnm‘k� nq�
vnqjok‘bd� dl‘hk� ‘ccqdrr� nq� ansg:�
’a(� hm� sgd� b‘rd� ne� ‘� bknrd� bnqonq‘,
shnm+�hsr�m‘ld�‘mc�qdfhrsq‘shnm�mtl,
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neflbd�qdedqqdc�sn�hm�rdbshnm�14�ne�sgd�
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Mn-�15�ne�0877(�‘mc�sgd�o‘qshbtk‘qr�
qdedqqdc� sn� hm� o‘q‘fq‘og� ’‘(� ne� ‘s�
kd‘rs�nmd�ldladq�nq�neflbdq�‘r�cd,
flmdc�hm�sg‘s�@bs�‘mc�sgd�o‘qshbtk‘qr�
qdedqqdc�sn�hm�o‘q‘fq‘og�’‘(�ne�hsr�‘b,
bntmshmf�neflbdq�‘oonhmsdc�hm�sdqlr�
ne�rdbshnm�48�ne� sg‘s�@bs:� ’b(� hm� sgd�
b‘rd� ne� ‘� bnlo‘mx+� hsr� m‘ld� ‘mc�
qdfhrsdqdc� mtladq+� onrs‘k� ‘ccqdrr�
‘mc� qdfhrsdqdc� neflbd� qdedqqdc� sn� hm�
rdbshnm� 067� ne� sgd� Bnlo‘mhdr� @bs�
1//3� ’@bs�Mn-�17�ne�1//3(�‘mc� sgd�
o‘qshbtk‘qr�qdedqqdc�sn� hm�o‘q‘fq‘og�
’‘(� ne� ‘s� kd‘rs� nmd� chqdbsnq� ‘mc� sgd�
rdbqds‘qx�qdedqqdc�sn�hm�rdbshnm�112�
ne� sg‘s� @bs� hmbktchmf� ‘kk� o‘qshbtk‘qr�
qdedqqdc�sn� hm�rdbshnm�112’0(�ne�sg‘s�
@bs� ‘mc� hm� b‘rd� ne� sgd� neflbdq� nq�
rdbqds‘qx� ne� ‘mx� nsgdq� ancx� bnq,
onq‘sd�sgd�o‘qshbtk‘qr�qdedqqdc�sn�hm�
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sdq�sn�sgd�sqtrs�cddc�qdfhrsdqdc�vhsg�
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ax�sgd�bntqs�nq�ax�sgd�nsgdq�o‘qsx�sn�
deedbs�rdquhbd�ne�‘mx�mnshbd�nq�cnbt,
ldms�nm�rtbg�o‘qsx�nq�sn�fhud�mnshbd�
snrtbgoZqsx-S@JDETQSGDQMN,
SHBD�sg‘s�‘r�rnnm�‘r�sgd�l‘m‘fhmf�
itcfd� g‘r� fhudm� mnshbd� ne� ‘� b‘rd�
ok‘mmhmf� bnmedqdmbd� hm� sdqlr� ne�
qtkd�12’0(+�xnt�‘r�cdedmc‘ms�vhkk�ad�
qdpthqdc�sn�ldds�vhsg�sgd�ok‘hmshee�hm�
nqcdq�sn�‘fqdd�‘�b‘rd�ok‘m�hm�sdqlr�
ne� qtkd� 12’2(� enq� rtalhrrhnm� sn� sgd�
l‘m‘fhmf�itcfd�enq�sgd�dwbg‘mfd�ne�
okd‘chmfr�‘mc�sgd�shld�vhsghm�vghbg�
xnt�vhkk�cdkhudq�xntq�okd‘�‘mc�bntm,
sdqbk‘hl� he� ‘mx� vhkk� ad� cdsdqlhmdc�
ax�sgd�bntqs�g‘uhmf�qdf‘qc�sn�rtbg�
ok‘m�‘mc� he�xnt� e‘hk� sn�bnnodq‘sd� hm�
rtalhsshmf� rtbg� ‘� ok‘m+� sgd� bntqs�
vhkk�cdsdqlhmd�sgd�shld�vhsghm�vghbg�
xnt� ltrs� cdkhudq� xntq� okd‘� ‘mc�
bntmsdqbk‘hl+�he�‘mx+�‘mc�xnt�‘r�cd,
edmc‘ms�ltrs�bnlokx�vhsg�rtbg�nq,
cdq-C@SDCZsVHMCGNDJsghr6sg
cZxneI@MT@QX1/12’dkbsqnmhbZkkx
rh mdc9BCDJNMHMF(JHMFGNQM
@RRNBH@SDR� HMB-� KDF@K� OP@B,
SHSHNMDQRENQOK@HMSHEETMHSR
24�%�25�SDMADPFDM�UHKK@FD�b.n�
QNADQSLTF@AD@UDMTD$IT,
KHTR MXDQDQD RSQDDSR VHMC,
GNDJ ’QDE9 BCJ.EHQ8.//42,6/(
SN9SGD�PDFHRSP@P�NE�SGD�GHFG�
BNTQSL@HMCHUHRHNM
KTCDQHSYRSQDDSVHMCGNDJ
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LHMHRSQW�NE�SQ@CD� �HMCTRSQW

KHPTNQ� @BS� 0887� MNSHBD� NE�

@OOKHB@SHNM� SN� @� BNLLHSSDD�

SDQLR�NE�SGD�KHPTNQ�@BS�0887

’�qdftk‘shnmr�03+�15�%�22(��Mnshbd�hr�fhu,
dm� sg‘s�‘m�‘ookhb‘shnm� hm� sdqlr�ne� sgd�
Khptnq�@bs+�0887+�o‘qshbtk‘qr�ne�vghbg�
‘ood‘q�adknv+�vhkk�ad�l‘cd�sn�sgd�Pd,
fhnm‘k� Khptnq� Khbdmrhmf� Bnllhssdd+�
Pdfhnm9� � NRG@M@� PDFHNM� 0-� M‘ld�
‘mc�onrs‘k�‘ccqdrr�ne�‘ookhb‘ms9�@RG,
HO@K@@MCQD@R)ONANW040)NR,
G@J@SH� 1-� M‘ld� ne� atrhmdrr� nq� oqn,
onrdc� atrhmdrr� sn� vghbg� ‘ookhb‘shnm�
qdk‘sdr9�NJ@OH�A@P�2-�@ccqdrr�.�knb‘,
shnm� ne� oqdlhrdr� sn� vghbg� ‘ookhb‘shnm�
qdk‘sdr9�NRGNNO@K@�KNB@SHNM+�NR,
G@J@SH�3-�M‘stqd�‘mc�cds‘hkr�ne�‘ookh,
bZshnm9 RGDADDM KHPTNQ KHBDMRD-
4-�Bkdqj�ne�sgd�bntqs�vhsg�vgnl�‘ookh,
b‘shnm�vhkk�ad�kncfdc9�NRG@J@SH
5- CZsd nm vghbg ZookhbZshnm vhkk
ad� kncfdc9� 06� z� 2/� @OPHK� 1/12� 6-�
CZsd ne lddshm  ne Bnllhssdd Zs
vghbg� ‘ookhb‘shnm� vhkk� ad� gd‘qc9� � 03�
ITMD 1/12 @mx naidbshnm nq vqhssdm
rtalhrrhnm� hm� sdqlr� ne� rdbshnm� 17� ne�
sgd� @bs� hm� qdk‘shnm� sn� sgd� ‘ookhb‘shnm�
ltrs� ad� rdms� nq� cdkhudqdc� sn� sgd�
Rdbqds‘qx� ne� sgd� Bnllhssdd� sn� qd‘bg�
sgd� Rdbqds‘qx� mns� kdrr� sg‘m� 10� c‘xr�
adenqd� sgd� c‘sd� ne� sgd� lddshmf� ne� sgd�
Bnllhssdd�‘s�vghbg�sgd�‘ookhb‘shnm�vhkk�
ad�gd‘qc-
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Personal

1210 Anniversaries
1220 Weddings

Announcements
1230 Birthday Wishes
1240 Reunions
1250 Graduations
1260 Special Messages
1270 Thank You Messages
1280 Valentine’s Messages

Business & Finance

1410 Opportunities
1420 Business Wor Sale
1430 Taxi Licences
Services

7420 House & Garden
1810 General
7440 Communications &

Security
7450 Lost & Missing
7460 Transport Wanted &

OWWered

Education & Training

2610 Education & Training

Employment

2710 Wanted
2720 OWWered

Food & Beverage

3210 Food & Beverages

Goods

3610 Wanted
3630 For Sale
3700 Auctions

Health & Beauty

3910 Health & Beauty

Hospitality

4010 Hospitality
(See also ‘Travel &
Tourism’)

Housing & Property

4110 Wanted
4210 For Rent
4310 For Sale

Leisure & Entertainment

4910 Leisure & Entertainment

Livestock & Pets

5010 Livestock & Pets
5010 Auctions
5010 For Sale
5010 Lost & Missing
5010 Wanted

Motoring

5310 Vehicles Wanted
5320 Vehicles Wor Hire
5360 Vehicles Wor Sale
5370 Vehicle Auctions
5380 Vehicle Spares &

Accessories

Notices

5610 Legal
5620 Public
5630 Tenders
5710 Churches
5620 Name Change
5620 Rezoning

Obituaries

6000 In Memoriam
6010 Tombstone Unveiling
6020 Death & Funeral Notices
6030 Condolences
1270 Thank you messages

Travel & Tourism

7800 Travel & Tourism

inDex

Please note: ID card / Passport

required for advertisement

placement

DeaDlines: 2023

ü To avoid disappointment oW an

advertisement not appearing on

the date you wish, please book

timeously.

ü Classifed smalls and notices:

12h00, two working days prior to

placement.

ü Cancellations and alterations:

16h00, two days beWore date oW

publication in writing only.

Rates and Deadlines

rates:

Visit www.namibian.com.na

Hnsgacr
5610

yHdeWiy

Hnsgacr
5610

yHdeWiy
Hnsgacr

5610

yHdeWiy
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sg‘s� bnohdr� ne� sgd� khpthc‘,
shnm� ‘mc� chrsqhatshnm� ‘bbntms�
’EHQRS�%�EHM@K(� hm�sgd�drs‘sd�
adknv�vhkk�ad�nodm�enq�hmrodb,
shnm� enq� ‘kk� odqrnmr� hmsdqdrs,
dc� sgdqdhm� enq� ‘� odqhnc� ne� 10�
c‘xr�eqnl�c‘sd�ne�otakhb‘shnm�
‘mc�‘s9� �SGD�L@RSDQ&R�NE,
EHBD+� VHMCGNDJ� %� L@FHR,
SQ@SD&R�BNTQ+�QTMCT
Rgntkc� mn� naidbshnm� sgdqdsn�
ad� kncfdc� vhsg� sgd� L‘rsdq&r�
Neübd� Vhmcgndj� ctqhmf� sgd�
odqhnc+� sgd� dwdbtsnq� vhkk�
oqnbddc� sn� l‘jd� o‘xldms� hm�
‘bbnqc‘mbd�vhsg�sgd�‘bbntms-
DRS@SD� K@SD� DKHYADSG�
LTXDMF@� Vhsg� hcdmshsx�
mtladq� 66/202//058� Vgn�
chdc�‘s�QTMCT+�J@U@MFNL�
QDFHNM� Nm� /4� NBSNADQ�
1/11
DRS@SD�MN9�D�2/6.1/12
C@SDC� @S� VHMCGNDJ� NM�
SGHR� 13SG� C@X� NE� @OQHK�
1/12
R-� MDV@J@� %� BNLO@MX�
HMBNQONQ@SDC
DRS@SD�@CLHMHRSQ@SNQ
O-N-�ANW9�15104
VHMCGNDJ�M@LHAH@
rmdv‘j‘?rmdv‘j‘bn-bnl

MNSHBD�SN�BQDCHSNQR
DRS@SD� K@SD� OHTR� CHLAT�
L@MFTMCT� Vhsg� hcdmshsx�
mtladq� 6//7/7/0417� Vgn�
chdc� ‘s� QTMCT+� J@U@MFN�
QDFHNM� Nm� 11� MNUDLADQ�
1/10�DRS@SD�MN9�D�442.1/12�
Bqdchsnqr� hm� sgd� ‘anud� dr,
s‘sd� ‘qd� gdqdax� b‘kkdc� tonm�
sn� kncfd� sgdhq� bk‘hlr� sn� sgd�
tmcdqrhfmdc� vhsghm� 2/� ’sghqsx(�
c‘xr�eqnl�c‘sd�gdqdne-
C@SDC� @S� VHMCGNDJ�
NM� SGHR� 17SG� C@X NE�
@OQHK� 1/12� R-� MDV@J@� %�
BNLO@MX�HMBNQONQ@SDC
DRS@SD�@CLHMHRSQ@SNQ
O-N-�ANW9�15104
VHMCGNDJ�M@LHAH@
rmdv‘j‘?rmdv‘j‘bn-bnl
MNSHBD�SN�BQDCHSNQR
DRS@SD� K@SD� KHHM@� CNKKX�
@LNNLN� Vhsg� hcdmshsx�
mtladq
640/0///838
Vgn�chdc�‘s
VHMCGNDJ+�
JGNL@R�QDFHNM�Nm
12�L@QBG�1/12

DRS@SD�MN9�D�430.1/12
L@QQHDC� HM� BNLLTMH,
SX� NE� OQNODQSX� SN� RDL�
@LNNLN�Vhsg�hcdmshsx�mtl,
adq� 67/7030/273� Bqdchsnqr�
hm� sgd�‘anud�drs‘sd�‘qd�gdqd,
ax�b‘kkdc�tonm� sn� kncfd� sgdhq�
bk‘hlr� sn� sgd� tmcdqrhfmdc�
vhsghm� 2/� ’sghqsx(� c‘xr� eqnl�
c‘sd�gdqdne-�C@SDC�@S�VHMC,
GNDJ�NM�SGHR�17SG�C@X�NE�
@OQHK� 1/12-� R-� MDV@J@� %�
BNLO@MX�HMBNQONQ@SDC
DRS@SD�@CLHMHRSQ@SNQ
O-N-�ANW9�15104
VHMCGNDJ�M@LHAH@
rmdv‘j‘?rmdv‘j‘bn-bnl
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KHJVHC@RHD,DM� CHRSQH,
ATRHDQDJDMHMFR� HM�
ADRSNQVD�ANDCDKR�V@S�
SDQ�HMR@D�K–�KHPTHC@SHNM�
@MC� CHRSQHATSHNM� @B,
BNTSMR�HM�CDBD@RDC�DR,
S@SDR�KXHMF�ENQ� HMRODB,
SHNM� Hmfdunkfd� ‘qshjdk� 24� ’4(�
u‘m� Vds� 55� u‘m� 0854� vnqc�
ghdqax�jdmmhdr�fdfdd�c‘s�ct,
okhj‘sd� u‘m� chd� khjvhc‘rhd,� dm�
chrsqhatrhdqdjdmhmfr� ’ddqrsd�
dm� üm‘kd+� sdmrx� ‘mcdqr� udq,
ldkc(�hm�chd�andcdkr�ghdqnmcdq�
udqldkc+� hm� chd� j‘msnqd� u‘m�
chd� Lddrsdqr� dm� � K‘mccqnrsd�
rnnr� udqldkc� dm� fdctqdmcd��
sxcodqj�u‘m�10�c‘d�’ne�k‘mfdq�
hmchdm�rodrh‘‘k�udqldkc(�u‘m‘e�
fdldkcd�c‘stlr�ne�u‘m‘e�c‘,
stl�u‘m�otakhj‘rhd�ghdqu‘m+�‘r�
chs�k‘sdq�hr+�sd�hmr‘d�ké�u‘m�‘kkd�
odqrnmd� v‘s� c‘‘qax� adk‘mf�
gds-� Hmchdm� ahmmd� fdmndlcd�
sxcodqj� fddm� adrv‘qd� c‘‘q,
sddm�ax�chd�adsqnjjd�Lddrsdqr�
hmfdchdm�vnqc+�f‘‘m�chd�djrd,
jtsdtqr�nnq�sns�chd�thsads‘khmf�
hmfdunkfd�fdldkcd�qdjdmhmfr-
Hm� sdqlr� ne� rdbshnm� 24� ’4(� ne�
@bs�55�ne�0854�mnshbd�hr�gdqd,
ax� fhudm� sg‘s� bnohdr� ne� sgd�
khpthc‘shnm� ‘mc� chrsqhatshnm�
‘bbntmsr� ’üqrs� ‘mc� üm‘k+� tm,
kdrr� nsgdqvhrd� rs‘sdc(� hm� sgd�
drs‘sdr� rodbhüdc� adknv� vhkk�
ad�nodm� enq� sgd� hmrodbshnm�ne�
‘kk� odqrnmr� hmsdqdrsdc� sgdqd,
hm� enq�‘�odqhnc�ne�10�c‘xr� ’nq�
knmfdq� he� rodbhüb‘kkx� rs‘sdc(�
eqnl� sgd� c‘sd� rodbhüdc� nq�
eqnl� sgd� c‘sd� ne� otakhb‘shnm�
gdqdne+�vghbgdudq�l‘x�ad�sgd�
k‘sdq+�‘mc�‘s�sgd�neübdr�ne�sgd�
L‘rsdqr� ‘mc� L‘fhrsq‘sdr� ‘r�
rs‘sdc-
Rgntkc� mn� naidbshnm� sgdqdsn�
ad� kncfdc� vhsg� sgd� L‘rsdqr�
bnmbdqmdc� ctqhmf� rodbhüdc�

odqhnc+�sgd�dwdbtsnqr�vhkk�oqn,
bddc�sn�l‘jd�o‘xldmsr�hm�‘b,
bnqc‘mbd�vhsg�sgd�‘bbntmsr-�
–Pd hrs rhdmnlld
u‘m�andcdk� �
– 1/27 1/11   m  9R ,
NM�Qdfhrsdqdc�mtladq�ne�dr,
s‘sd��Rtqm‘ld�Unnqm‘ld9�HL,
L@MTDK� � Hcdmshsdhsrmnlldq��
51/5/5/0635
Bgqhrsh‘m� m‘ldr� 9Hcdmshsx�
mtladq� K‘‘rsd� ‘cqdr9� VHMC,
GNDJ+� JGNL@R� QDFHNM�
K‘rs�‘ccqdrr�Unksnnh�rkdfr�‘r�
nnqkdcdmd Unnqm‘ld dm e‘lhk,
hdm‘‘l�u‘m�m‘fdk‘sd�dffdmnns�
’dffdmnsd(�hmfdlddmrj‘o�u‘m�
fndcdqd� � � � � Bgqhrsh‘m� m‘ldr�
‘mc� rtqm‘ld� ne� rtquhuhmf�
rontrd� � fdsqntc� v‘r� Bnl,
okdsd� nmkx� he� cdbd‘rdc� v‘r�
l‘qqhdc� hm� bnlltmhsx� � ne�
oqnodqsx-Hcdmshsdhsrmnlldq�
M.@��Hcdmshsx�mtladq��Adrjqx,
vhf� u‘m� qdjdmhmf� ‘mcdqr� ‘r�
Ddqrsd� dm� Ehm‘kd� Sxcodqj� u‘m�
hmr‘d�hmchdm�‘mcdqr�‘r�10�c‘d�
Cdrbqhoshnm� ne� ‘bbntms� nsgdq�
sg‘m�Ehqrs�‘mc�Ehm‘k�odqhnc�ne�
hmrodbshnm�nsgdq�sg‘m�10�c‘xr�
K‘mcqnrj‘msnnq�Lddrsdqrj‘m,
snnq�L‘fhrsq‘sd&r�Neübd��L‘r,
sdq&r� Neübd� � � � � @cudqsddqcdq+�
dm�‘cqdr�J@SI@DQT@�KDF@K�
OQ@BSHSHNMDQR� @cudqshrdq+�
‘mc�‘ccqdrr��O-N-�ANW�87048�
VHMCGNDJ� 1/./3.1/12�
/50� 3//62/� C‘stl.C‘sd�
Sdk-� � Jdmmhrfdvhmf� uhq� Ota,
khj‘rhd�hm�chd�Rs‘‘srjndq‘ms�no������
17./3.1/12� Mnshbd� enq� Otakh,
b‘shnm�hm�Rs‘sd�mdvro‘odq�nm�
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HM� SGD� GHFG� BNTQS� NE�
M@LHAH@ B@RD Mn- GB,LC,
BHU,@BS,BNM,1/08./40/5�
Hm� sgd� l‘ssdq� adsvddm9�
,RS@MC@QC� A@MJ� M@LHA,
H@� KHLHSDC� OK@HMSHEE� ‘mc�
FVDCNKXM� J@LTMFTL@�
CDEDMC@MS� MNSHBD� NE�
R@KD� HM�DWDBTSHNM�NE� HL,
LNU@AKD�OQNODQSX�Otqrt,
‘ms�sn�Itcfldms�ne�sgd�‘anud�
Gnmntq‘akd�Bntqs�fq‘msdc�nm�
13� @TFTRS� 1/1/+� sgd� enk,
knvhmf� hllnu‘akd� oqnodqsx�
vhkk� ad� rnkc� vhsgnts� qdrdqud�
‘mc�undsrsnnsr�ax�sgd�Cdotsx�
Rgdqhee�ne�sgd�Chrsqhbs�ne�VHMC,
GNDJ� nm� sgd� 01SG� NE� L@X�
1/12� ‘s� /8G//� hm� sgd� enqd,
mnnm�‘s�DQE�MN�0777+�JGN,
L@RC@K� ’DWSDMRHNM� MN�
03(+� VHMCGNDJ+� QDOTAKHB�
NE� M@LHAH@� BDQS@HM9DQE�
MN� 0777+� JGNL@RC@K� ’DW,
SDMRHNM�MN�03(�RHST@SD9�
Hm�sgd�Ltmhbho‘khsx�ne�VHMCGNDJ�
QDFHRSQ@SHNM�CHUHRHNM�zJ–
JGNL@R�QDFHNM�LD@RTQ,
HMF9� 262� ’SGQDD�
GTMCQDC� @MC� RDUDMSX�
SGQDD(� rpt‘qd� ldsqdr� BNM,
RHRSHMF� NE� Jhsbgdm� vhsg�
Athks,Hm� Btoan‘qcr+� Kntmfd+�
Chmhmf� Qnnl+� 2� Adcqnnlr�
vhsg� Athks,hm� Btoan‘qcr+� Etkk�
A‘sgqnnl�A.S+�G‘ke�A‘sgqnnl�
R.S+� F‘q‘fd� Sgd� zBnmchshnmr�
ne� R‘kd,hm,Dwdbtshnm–� vhkk� khd�
enq� hmrodbshnm�‘s� sgd�neübd�ne�
sgd� Cdotsx� Rgdqhee� ‘s� VHMC,
GNDJ�‘mc�‘s�sgd�Gd‘c�Neübd�
ne�Ok‘hmshee�‘s�VHMCGNDJ�‘mc�
Ok‘hmshee&r� @ssnqmdxr+� Ehrgdq+�
Pt‘qlax�%�Oedhedq+�‘s�sgd�tm,
cdq�ldmshnmdc�‘ccqdrr-�C‘sdc�
‘s�VHMCGNDJ�sghr�/6SG�c‘x�
ne� L@QBG� 1/12-� EHRGDQ+�
PT@QLAX�%�OEDHEDQ�KDF@K�
OQ@BSHSHNMDQ� ENQ� OK@HM,
SHEE�Bmq�Qnadqs�Ltf‘ad�@u,
dmtd�%�Sgnqdq�Rsqdds�Dmsq‘mbd�
hm�Atqf�Rsqdds�
VHMCGNDJ
EOB.kcs.132140
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B@RD� MN-9� GB,LC,BHU,
@BS,BNM,1/07./3632� HM�
SGD� GHFG� BNTQS� NE� M@,
LHAH@� � L@HM� CHUHRHNM� fl�
VHMCGNDJ� Hm� sgd� l‘ssdq�
adsvddm9�NKC�LTST@K�KHED�
HMRTQ@MBD� � DWDBTSHNM�
BQDCHSNQ� @mc� DLL@MTDK�
J@TMCID� 0RS� DWDBTSHNM�
CDASNQ�NQHNM�OQNUHCDMS�
ETMC� 1MC� DWDBTSHNM�
CDASNQ�MNSHBD�NE�R@KD�HM�
DWDBTSHNM� Hm� sgd�Dwdbtshnm�
ne� Itcfldms� fq‘msdc� ‘f‘hmrs�
sgd� 0RS� Dwdbtshnm� Cdasnq� ax�
sgd� ‘anud� Bntqs� ‘mc� rhfmdc�
ax� sgd� ‘anud� Gnmntq‘akd�
Bntqs�nm�sgd�07sg�c‘x�ne�RDO,
SDLADQ� 1/1/+� sgd� enkknvhmf�
hllnu‘akd� oqnodqsx� vhkk� ad�
rnkc�nm�sgd�04SG�c‘x�ne�L@X�
1/12�ax�sgd�Cdotsx�Rgdqhee�ne�
sgd� Bntqs� ‘s� 0/G//� ‘s� DQE�
327+� BG@LRDA� RSQDDS+�
NS@UH+� QDOTAKHB� NE� M@,
LHAH@+� ne� sgd� ldmshnmdc� hl,
lnu‘akd� oqnodqsx� ne� sgd� 0rs�
Dwdbtshnm�Cdasnq-
BNMCHSHNMR�NE�R@KD9
–Sgdr dvh adgd vhsgnts
qdrdqud�‘mc�fnncr�vhkk�ad�rnkc�

sn�sgd�ghfgdrs�ahccdq-
–Sgd nn rvh adrn  unds,
rsnnsr–-�
– xldms rg  ad l d hm
b‘rg� nq� ax� a‘mj� ft‘q‘msddc�
bgdptd-� C@SDC� ‘s� VHMC,
GNDJ�sghr�01SG�c‘x�ne�@OQHK�
1/12-�J@MFTDDGH�%�J@UDM,
CIHH� HMB-� Kdf‘k� Oq‘bshshnmdqr�
enq� sgd� Dwdbtshnm� Bqdchsnq�
DQC� 2845+� GNRD@� JTS@JN�
%� QHFFDMA@BG� RSQDDSR�
VHMCGNDJ,MNQSG� VHMC,
GNDJ� ’Qde9� N0/5-07JJ(� SN9��
SGD QDFHRSQ@Q NE SGD
BNTQS� SGD� L@FHRSQ@SD�
BNTQS� NE� M@LHAH@� VHMC,
GNDJ
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EHQRS�@MC�EHM@K�KHPTHC@,
SHNM� @MC� CHRSQHATSHNM�
@BBNTMS� HM� CDBD@RDC�
DRS@SD� KXHMF� ENQ� HM,
RODBSHNM�Hm�sdqlr�ne�rdbshnm�
24’4(�ne�@bs�55�ne�0854+�mnshbd�
hr�gdqdax�fhudm�sg‘s�bnohdr�ne�
sgd�khpthc‘shnm�‘mc�chrsqhatshnm�
‘bbntmsr�’Ehqrs�@bbntms(�hm�sgd�
drs‘sd�rodbhüdc�adknv�vhkk�ad�
nodm� enq� sgd� hmrodbshnm� ne� ‘kk�
odqrnmr� hmsdqdrsdc� sgdqdhm� enq�
‘�odqhnc�ne�10�c‘xr�‘s�Ntq�Ne,
übdr�‘mc�‘s�sgd�neübdr�ne�sgd�
L‘rsdq�ne�sgd�Ghfg�Bntqs�‘mc�
Rgntkc� mn� naidbshnm� sgdqdsn�
ad� kncfdc� vhsg� sgd� L‘rsdq�
ctqhmf� sgd� rodbhüdc� odqhnc+�
sgd� dwdbtsnq� vhkk� oqnbddc� sn�
l‘jd� o‘xldmsr� hm� ‘bbnq,
c‘mbd� vhsg� sgd� ‘bbntmsr-�
Qdfhrsdqdc� mtladq� ne� drs‘sd9��
D�1535.1/10�Rtqm‘ld9����Lt,
stlatkt‘�Ehqrs�M‘ldr9���G‘ed,
mh�Kdlah��C‘sd�ne�Ahqsg9�/0�@t,
ftrs�0857����Hcdmshsx�Mtladq9�
57/7/0�//16�5�K‘rs�@ccqdrr9�
� � Dqe� 5/10� Dq‘rstr� @l‘f‘ada�
Rsqdds+�Vhmcgndj
C‘sd� ne� Cd‘sg908� Cdbdladq�
1/1/� M‘ld� ‘mc� ’nmkx� nmd(�
‘ccqdrr� ne� dwdbtsnq� nq�
‘tsgnqhydc� ‘fdms9� � Rghjnmfn�
K‘v�Bg‘ladqr�
�Mn-3+�A‘mshmf�Rsqdds�
Vhmcgndj,�Vdrs
Vhmcgndj
Odqhnc�‘kknvdc� enq� naidbshnmr�
he�nsgdq�sg‘m�10�c‘xr9�10�C‘xr�
nmkx�@cudqshrdq+�‘mc�‘ccqdrr9�
��Lr-��Inrdüm‘�@mf‘k‘
Rghjnmfn�K‘v�Bg‘ladqr
Mn-3+� A‘mshmf� Rsqdds+� Vhmc,
gndj,Vdrs
C‘sd9�02�@oqhk�1/12
Mnshbd� enq� otakhb‘shnm� hm� sgd�
Fnudqmldms� F‘ydssd� nm9� � 18�
@oqhk�1/12

LHMHRSQX�NE�ITRSHBD
MNSHBD� SN� BQDCHSNQR�
HM� CDBD@RDC� DRS@SDR� @kk�
odqrnmr�g‘uhmf�bk‘hlr�‘f‘hmrs�
sgd� drs‘sdr� rodbhüdc� adknv+�
‘qd�b‘kkdc�tonm�sn�kncfd�sgdhq�
bk‘hlr� vhsg� sgd� dwdbtsnqr�
bnmbdqmdc� vhsghm� ‘� odqhnc�
ne� 2/� c‘xr� ’nq� nsgdqvhrd� ‘r�
hmchb‘sdc(� eqnl� sgd� c‘sd� ne�
otakhb‘shnm�gdqdne-
Qdfhrsdqdc� mtladq� ne� drs‘sd9����
D�0374.1/04����
Rtqm‘ld9��Djnmfn
Ehqrs�m‘ldr9�O‘tktr�Snm‘s‘
C‘sd�ne�ahqsg916�@oqhk�0862�����������
Hcdmshsx� mtladq962/316� //15�
6� K‘rs� ‘ccqdrr9Vhmcgndj+�
Jgnl‘r�Qdfhnm
C‘sd� ne� cd‘sg92/� I‘mt‘qx�
1/04� M‘ld� ‘mc� ’nmkx� nmd(�
‘ccqdrr� ne� dwdbtsnq� nq�
‘tsgnqhrdc�‘fdms�
Rghjnmfn�K‘v�Bg‘ladqr
Mn3+�A‘mshmf�Rsqdds
Vhmcgndj,�Vdrs
Vhmcgndj
Odqhnc�‘kknvdc�enq� kncfdldms�
ne�bk‘hlr�he�nsgdq�sg‘m�2/�c‘xr�
@cudqshrdq�‘mc�‘ccqdrr9�
Lr-��Inrdü‘�@mf‘k‘�
Mn9 3+ A‘mshmf Rsqdds
Rghjnmfn�K‘v�Bg‘ladqr
Vhmcgndj,Vdrs�
Vhmcgndj
Sdk9�/50 143�533
C‘sd9�1/�@OQHK�1/12��
Sdk9� /50143533� Mnshbd� enq�
otakhb‘shnm�hm�sgd�Fnudqmldms�
F‘ydssd�nm9�18�@OQHK�1/12
L‘rsdq&r
Neübd���VHMCGNDJ

EHQRS�@MC�EHM@K�KHPTHC@,
SHNM� @MC� CHRSQHATSHNM�
@BBNTMS� HM� CDBD@RDC�
DRS@SD� KXHMF� ENQ� HM,
RODBSHNM�Hm�sdqlr�ne�rdbshnm�
24’4(�ne�@bs�55�ne�0854+�mnshbd�
hr�gdqdax�fhudm�sg‘s�bnohdr�ne�
sgd�khpthc‘shnm�‘mc�chrsqhatshnm�
‘bbntmsr�’Ehqrs�@bbntms(�hm�sgd�
drs‘sd�rodbhüdc�adknv�vhkk�ad�
nodm� enq� sgd� hmrodbshnm� ne� ‘kk�
odqrnmr� hmsdqdrsdc� sgdqdhm� enq�
‘�odqhnc�ne�10�c‘xr�‘s�sgd�ne,
übdr�ne�sgd�L‘rsdq�ne�sgd�Ghfg�
Bntqs�‘mc�‘s�sgd�L‘fhrsq‘sd�ne�
Qdgnansg-� �Rgntkc�mn�naidb,
shnm�sgdqdsn�ad�kncfdc�vhsg�sgd�
L‘rsdq� ctqhmf� sgd� rodbhüdc�
odqhnc+� sgd� dwdbtsnq� vhkk� oqn,

bddc�sn�l‘jd�o‘xldmsr�hm�‘b,
bnqc‘mbd�vhsg�sgd�‘bbntmsr-
Qdfhrsdqdc�mtladq
ne�drs‘sd9D�1662.1/11
Rtqm‘ld9��Ltmftmc‘
Ehqrs�M‘ldr9� Eknqdm,
rh‘� C‘sd� ne� Ahqsg� /8� Rdosdl,
adq� 0863� Hcdmshsx� Mtladq9�
63/8/8�///1�5�K‘rs�@ccqdrr9�
�J‘kjq‘mc+�G‘qc‘o�qdfhnm�C‘sd�
ne� Cd‘sg9� 14� Edaqt‘qx� 1/10�
M‘ld�‘mc�’nmkx�nmd(�‘ccqdrr�
ne� dwdbtsnq� nq� ‘tsgnqhydc�
‘fdms9
Rghjnmfn K‘v Bg‘ladqr
�Mn-3+�A‘mshmf�Rsqdds�
Vhmcgndj,�Vdrs
Vhmcgndj
Odqhnc� ‘kknvdc� enq� naidbshnmr�
he�nsgdq�sg‘m�10�c‘xr9�10�C‘xr�
nmkx�@cudqshrdq+�‘mc�‘ccqdrr9�
��Lr-�Ahnk‘�Ltmftmc‘
Rghjnmfn�K‘v�Bg‘ladqr
Mn-3+� A‘mshmf� Rsqdds+�
Vhmcgndj,Vdrs
C‘sd9�1/�@oqhk�1/12
Mnshbd� enq� otakhb‘shnm� hm� sgd�
Fnudqmldms� F‘ydssd� nm9� � 18�
@oqhk�1/12

BK@N12///0464

HM� SGD� GHFG� BNTQS� NE�
M@LHAH@� B@RD� MTL,
ADQ9� GB,LC,BHU,@BS,
BNM,1/08./2074� Hm� sgd�
l‘ssdq� adsvddm9� MDCA@MJ�
M@LHAH@� KHLHSDC� OK@HM,
SHEE� � ‘mc� BG@QKDR� MSDL@�
RHANKHKD� 0rs� CDEDMC@MS�
DKHY@ADSG�MFDHSNJNMCIN�
RHANKHKD� 1mc� CDEDMC@MS�
MNSHBD� NE� R@KD� HM� DWD,
BTSHNM� NE� HLLNU@AKD�
OQNODQSX� Hm�Dwdbtshnm�ne�‘�
Itcfldms�ne� sgd� ‘anud�Gnm,
ntq‘akd� Bntqs� hm� sgd� ‘anud�
ldmshnmdc�rths+�‘�r‘kd�vhkk�ad�
gdkc� nm� STDRC@X+� � sgd� /8sg�
c‘x�ne� �L@X�1/12� �‘s� � 0/92/�
‘s�DQE�4374+�DWSDMRHNM�05+�
JGNL@RC@K+� VHMCGNDJ-�
BDQS@HM9DQE� MN-� 4374+�
JGNL@RC@K+� DWSDMRHNM�
MN-�05�RHST@SD9�HM�SGD�LT,
MHBHO@KHSX� NE� VHMCGNDJ+�
QDFHRSQ@SHNM� CHUHRHNM�
zJ–+�JGNL@R�QDFHNM
LD@RTQHMF9� 386� ’ENTQ�
MHMD� RDUDM(� RPT@QD� LD,
SQDR� GDKC� AX9CDDC� NE�
SQ@MREDQ� MN-� S� 067.1/06�
RTAIDBS9SN� SGD� BNMCH,
SHNMR�BNMS@HMDC�SGDQDHM�
@KKDFDC�HLOQNUDLDMSR
CDRBQHOSHNM9� sgd� enkknvhmf�
hloqnudldmsr� ‘qd� nm� sgd�
oqnodqsx� ’‘ksgntfg� mnsghmf� hm�
sghr� qdrodbs� hr� ft‘q‘msddc(-��
Sgd�athkchmf�bnloqhrhmf�ne9
0WDMSQ@MBD�@QD@
0W�JHSBGDM
0W�CHMHMF�QNNL
0W�KNTMFD
3W�ADCQNNLR
1�W�A@SGQNNLR�’DM�RTHSD(
0W�A@SGQNNL
0W��RDODQ@SD�SNHKDS

EK@S
0�W�KNTMFD
0�W�JHSBGDM�
0W�ADCQNNL
0W�A@SGQNNL�
Sgd� oqnodqsx� rg‘kk� ad� rnkc�
ax� sgd� Cdotsx,Rgdqhee� ne�
VHMCGNDJ� rtaidbs� sn� sgd�
Bnmchshnmr� ne� R‘kd� sg‘s� l‘x�
ad� hmrodbsdc� ‘s� sgd� Neübdr�
ne� sgd� Cdotsx,Rgdqhee� sn� sgd�
ghfgdrs� ahccdq� vhsg� qdedq,
dmbd� sn� sgd� qdrdqud� oqhbd� ne�
M!� 0+272+64/-//� nm� sgd� ‘tb,
shnm� ‘mc� etqsgdqlnqd� rtaidbs�
sn� ‘ooqnu‘k� ax� sgd� oqdedqdms�
bk‘hl‘ms-
Sgd�r‘kd�hr�rtaidbs�sn�sgd�oqn,
uhrhnmr�ne� sgd�Ghfg�Bntqs @bs�
Mn� 05� ne� 088/+� ‘r� ‘ldmcdc+�
‘mc� sgd� oqnodqsx� vhkk� ad� rnkc�
zundsrsnnsr–�‘bbnqchmf�sn�sgd�
dwhrshmf�shskd�cddc-
0/$�ne�sgd�otqbg‘rd�oqhbd�sn�
ad� o‘hc� hm� b‘rg� nm� sgd� c‘sd�
ne�sgd�r‘kd+�sgd�a‘k‘mbd�sn�ad�
o‘hc� ‘f‘hmrs� sq‘mredq+� sn� ad�
rdbtqdc�ax�‘�A‘mj�nq�Athkchmf�
Rnbhdsx� nq� nsgdq� ‘bbdos‘akd�
ft‘q‘msdd� sn� ad� etqmhrgdc� sn�
sgd� Cdotsx,Rgdqhee� vhsghm� 03�
’entqsddm(� c‘xr� ‘esdq� sgd� c‘sd�
ne�R‘kd-
3-�Sgd� etkk�Bnmchshnmr�ne�R‘kd�
vhkk�ad�qd‘c�nts�ax�sgd�Cdotsx,
Rgdqhee�nm�sgd�c‘x�ne�sgd�r‘kd+�
ats� l‘x� ad� hmrodbsdc� ‘s�
‘mx� shld� oqhnq� sn� sgd� r‘kd� ‘s�
sgd� neübdr� ne� sgd� Cdotsx,
Rgdqhee� nq� ‘s� sgd� neübd� ne� sgd�
Ok‘hmshee&r� ‘ssnqmdxr-� C@SDC�
‘s� VHMCGNDJ� sghr� � � � � � c‘x�
ne� L@QBG� 1/12-� DMFKHMF�
RSQHSSDQ�%�O@QSMDQR
@ssnqmdxr�enq�Ok‘hmshee
01�KNUD�RSQDDS
VHMCGNDJ
YL.rc�MA7443

BK@N12///0456

HM� SGD� GHFG� BNTQS� NE�
M@LHAH@� B@RD� MTL,

ADQ9� GB,LC,BHU,@BS,
BNM,1/11./066/� Hm� sgd�
l‘ssdq� adsvddm9� MDCA@MJ�
M@LHAH@�K��HLHSDC����OK@HM,
SHEE� �‘mc�AU� HMUDRSLDMSR�
NMD�GTMCQDC�@MC�DHFGSX�
ENTQ� BB� 0rs� CDEDMC@MS�
@KDB� FNQD� 1mc� CDEDM,
C@MS� MNSHBD� NE� R@KD� HM�
DWDBTSHNM�NE�HLLNU@AKD�
OQNODQSX� Hm�Dwdbtshnm�ne�‘�
Itcfldms� ne� sgd� ‘anud� Gnm,
ntq‘akd� Bntqs� hm� sgd� ‘anud�
ldmshnmdc�rths+�‘�r‘kd�vhkk�ad�
gdkc nm SGTQRC@X+ sgd 00sg
c‘x�ne��L@X�1/12��‘s��049//�‘s�
RDBSHNM� 6+� DMSVNNC� UHK,
K@FD+� JKDHM� � VHMCGNDJ-�
BDQS@HM9RDBSHNM� MN-� 6+�
DMSVNNC� UHKK@FD+� JKDHM�
VHMCGNDJ� RHST@SD9HM� SGD�
LTMHBHO@KHSX� NE� VHMC,
GNDJ+� QDFHRSQ@SHNM� CHUH,
RHNM�zJ–+�JGNL@R�QDFHNM
LD@RTQHMF9� 025� ’NMD�
SGQDD� RHW(� RPT@QD� LD,
SQDR� @MC9@M� TMCHUHCDC�
RG@QD� HM� SGD� BNLLNM�
OQNODQSX�@MC�HM�SGD�R@HC�
K@MC� @MC� ATHKCHMFR� @O,
ONQSHNMDC� SN� SG@S� RDB,
SHNM� @MC� @R� CDOHBSDC� HM�
SGD�RDBSHNM@K�OK@M
GDKC� AX9BDQSHEHB@SD� NE�
QDFHRSDQDC� RDBSHNM@K�
SHSKD�MN-�85.1//1’6(’TMHS(
RTAIDBS9SN� SGD� BNMCH,
SHNMR�BNMS@HMDC�SGDQDHM�
@KKDFDC�HLOQNUDLDMSR
CDRBQHOSHNM9sgd� enkknvhmf�
hloqnudldmsr� ‘qd� nm� sgd�
oqnodqsx� ’‘ksgntfg� mnsghmf� hm�
sghr� qdrodbs� hr� ft‘q‘msddc(-��
Sgd�athkchmf�bnloqhrhmf�ne9
0W�KNTMFD
2W�ADCQNNLR
0W�A@SGQNNL�’DM�RTHSD(
0WA@SG+�SNHKDS�@MC�A@RHM
0W�JHSBGDM
0W�F@Q@FD
0W�V@KJ
HM�BKNRDS�
Sgd� oqnodqsx� rg‘kk� ad� rnkc�
ax� sgd� Cdotsx,Rgdqhee� ne�
VHMCGNDJ� rtaidbs� sn� sgd�
Bnmchshnmr� ne� R‘kd� sg‘s� l‘x�
ad� hmrodbsdc� ‘s� sgd� Neübdr�
ne� sgd� Cdotsx,Rgdqhee� sn� sgd�
ghfgdrs� ahccdq� vhsg� qdedq,
dmbd� sn� sgd� qdrdqud� oqhbd� ne�
M!� 0+/27+64/-//� nm� sgd� ‘tb,
shnm� ‘mc� etqsgdqlnqd� rtaidbs�
sn� ‘ooqnu‘k� ax� sgd� oqdedqdms�
bk‘hl‘ms-
Sgd�r‘kd�hr�rtaidbs�sn�sgd�oqn,
uhrhnmr�ne� sgd�Ghfg�Bntqs�@bs�
Mn� 05� ne� 088/+� ‘r� ‘ldmcdc+�
‘mc� sgd� oqnodqsx� vhkk ad� rnkc�
zundsrsnnsr–�‘bbnqchmf�sn�sgd�
dwhrshmf�shskd�cddc-
0/$�ne�sgd�otqbg‘rd�oqhbd�sn�
ad� o‘hc� hm� b‘rg� nm� sgd� c‘sd�
ne�sgd�r‘kd+�sgd�a‘k‘mbd�sn�ad�
o‘hc� ‘f‘hmrs� sq‘mredq+� sn� ad�
rdbtqdc�ax�‘�A‘mj�nq�Athkchmf�
Rnbhdsx� nq� nsgdq� ‘bbdos‘akd�
ft‘q‘msdd� sn� ad� etqmhrgdc� sn�
sgd� Cdotsx,Rgdqhee� vhsghm� 03�
’entqsddm(� c‘xr� ‘esdq� sgd� c‘sd�
ne�R‘kd-
3-�Sgd� etkk�Bnmchshnmr�ne�R‘kd�
vhkk ad� qd‘c� nts� ax� sgd� Cdo,
tsx,Rgdqhee� nm� sgd� c‘x� ne� sgd�
r‘kd+� ats� l‘x� ad� hmrodbsdc�
‘s� ‘mx� shld� oqhnq� sn� sgd� r‘kd�
‘s� sgd� neübdr� ne� sgd� Cdot,
sx,Rgdqhee�nq�‘s�sgd�neübd�ne�sgd�
Ok‘hmshee&r�‘ssnqmdxr-
C@SDC� ‘s� VHMCGNDJ� sghr������
c‘x�ne�L@QBG�1/12-
DMFKHMF� RSQHSSDQ� %�
O@QSMDQR
@ssnqmdxr�enq�Ok‘hmshee
01�KNUD�RSQDDS
VHMCGNDJ
YL.rc�MA�7765

BK@N12///0455

���Otakhb�Mnshbd9
@OOKHB@SHNM� ENQ� DMUH,
QNMLDMS@K� BKD@Q@MBD�
,� Dwoknq‘shnm� enq� Hmctrsqh‘k�
Lhmdq‘kr� %� HMUHS@SHNM� SN�
SGD� OTAKHB LDDSHMFR� nm�
DOK�7726�Hm�‘bbnqc‘mbd�vhsg�
sgd� Dmuhqnmldms‘k� L‘m‘fd,
ldms� @bs’mn-6� ne� 1//6(’DL@(�
‘mc�sgd�Dmuhqnmldms‘k�Hlo‘bs�
@rrdrrldms�’�DH@(�Qdftk‘shnmr�
’Fnudqmldms�Mnshbd�Mn�3767�
ne�1/01(+�mnshbd�hr�gdqdax�fhu,
dm� sn� ‘kk� onrrhakd� hmsdqdrsdc�
‘mc� ‘eedbsdc� O‘qshdr� ’H%@Or(�
sg‘s� ‘m� ‘ookhb‘shnm� vhkk� ad�
l‘cd� sn� sgd� dmuhqnmldms‘k�
bkd‘q‘mbd�‘r� enkknvr9�Oqnidbs9��
Hmctrsqh‘k� Lhmdq‘kr� nm� DOK�
7726� Oqnonmdms9� � Mdvbqdrs�
Hmudrsldms�bb
Knb‘shnm9�Sn�ad�bnmüqldc�uh‘�
dl‘hk�‘mc�sdws�vhsg�qdfhrsdqdc�
‘mc�‘eedbsdc�o‘qshdr
Otakhb� Lddshmf� C‘sd9� 10,11�
@oqhk�1/12
Udmtd9� Sn� ad� bnmüqldc� uh‘�
dl‘hk�‘mc�sdws�vhsg�qdfhrsdqdc�
‘mc�‘eedbsdc�o‘qshdr
Shld9� Sn� ad� bnmüqldc� uh‘�
dl‘hk�‘mc�sdws�vhsg�qdfhrsdqdc�
‘mc�‘eedbsdc�o‘qshdr
Cd‘ckhmd� enq� rtalhrrhnm� ne�

bnlldmsr� enq� hmsdqdrsdc� ‘mc�
‘eedbsdc�o‘qshdr9�17�@oqhk�1/12
Qdfhrsdq� ‘r� H� %� @or� ?9�
F@H@BNMRTKS@MSRBB?
FL@HK-BNL� nq� b‘kk� *153� 70�
627�1823./74�581�44/8

Otakhb�Mnshbd9
@OOKHB@SHNM� ENQ� DMUH,
QNMLDMS@K� BKD@Q@MBD,�
Dwoknq‘shnm�enq�a‘rd+�‘mc�q‘qd�
lds‘kr+�chldmrhnm�rsnmdr+� hm,
ctrsqh‘k� lhmdq‘kr+� mnm,mtbkd,
‘q� etdk� lhmdq‘kr+� mtbkd‘q� etdk�
lhmdq‘kr ‘mc oqdbhntr lds‘kr
%� HMUHS@SHNM� SN� SGD� OTA,
KHB� LDDSHMFR� nm� DOK� 7650�
Hm� ‘bbnqc‘mbd� vhsg� sgd� Dmuh,
qnmldms‘k� L‘m‘fdldms� @bs’,
mn-6� ne� 1//6(’DL@(� ‘mc� sgd�
Dmuhqnmldms‘k�Hlo‘bs�@rrdrr,
ldms�’�DH@(�Qdftk‘shnmr�’Fnu,
dqmldms� Mnshbd� Mn� 3767� ne�
1/01(+� mnshbd� hr� gdqdax� fhudm�
sn� ‘kk� onrrhakd� hmsdqdrsdc� ‘mc�
‘eedbsdc� O‘qshdr� ’H%@Or(� sg‘s�
‘m�‘ookhb‘shnm�vhkk�ad�l‘cd�sn�
sgd� dmuhqnmldms‘k� bkd‘q‘mbd�
‘r� enkknvr9� Oqnidbs9� Dwoknq‘,
shnm� enq� a‘rd+� A‘rd� ‘mc� q‘qd�
lds‘kr+�chldmrhnm�rsnmdr+� hm,
ctrsqh‘k�lhmdq‘kr+�mnm,mtbkd‘q�
etdk�lhmdq‘kr+�mtbkd‘q
etdk� lhmdq‘kr� ‘mc� oqdbhntr�
lds‘kr�nm�DOK�7650
Oqnonmdms9��Lq-�Uhs‘khtr�Rhlnm�
Ho‘mfdkv‘�Hhov‘jdm‘
Knb‘shnm9�Sn�ad�bnmüqldc�uh‘�
dl‘hk�‘mc�sdws�vhsg�qdfhrsdqdc�
‘mc�‘eedbsdc�o‘qshdr
Otakhb� Lddshmf� C‘sd9� 10,11�
@oqhk�1/12
Udmtd9� Sn� ad� bnmüqldc� uh‘�
dl‘hk�‘mc�sdws�vhsg�qdfhrsdqdc�
‘mc�‘eedbsdc�o‘qshdr
Shld9� Sn� ad� bnmüqldc� uh‘�
dl‘hk�‘mc�sdws�vhsg�qdfhrsdqdc�
‘mc�‘eedbsdc�o‘qshdr
Cd‘ckhmd� enq� rtalhrrhnm� ne�
bnlldmsr� enq� hmsdqdrsdc� ‘mc�
‘eedbsdc�o‘qshdr9�17�@oqhk�1/12
Qdfhrsdq� ‘r� H� %� @or� ?9�
F@H@BNMRTKS@MSRBB?
FL@HK-BNL� nq� b‘kk� *153� 70�
627�1823./74�581�44/8

BK@N12///0485

KHPTHC@SHNM� @MC� CHR,
SQHATSHNM� @BBNTMSR� HM�
CDBD@RDC�DRS@SDR�KXHMF�
ENQ�HMRODBSHNM
Hm� sdqlr� ne� rdbshnm� 24’4(� ne�
@bs�55�ne�0854�mnshbd�hr�gdqd,
ax� fhudm� sg‘s� bnohdr� ne� sgd�
khpthc‘shnm� ‘mc� chrsqhatshnm�
‘bbntmsr� ’üqrs� ‘mc� üm‘k+� tm,
kdrr� nsgdqvhrd� rs‘sdc(� hm� sgd�
drs‘sdr� rodbhüdr� adknv� vhkk�
ad�nodm� enq� sgd� hmrodbshnm�ne�
‘kk� odqrnmr� hmsdqdrsdc� sgdqd,
hm� enq�‘�odqhnc�ne�10�c‘xr� ’nq�
knmfdq�he�rodbh‘kkx�rs‘sdc(�eqnl�
sgd�c‘sd�rodbhüdc�nq�eqnl�sgd�
c‘sd� ne� otakhb‘shnm� gdqdne+�
vghbgdudq� l‘x� ad� sgd� k‘sdq+�
‘mc�‘s�sgd�neübdr�ne�sgd�L‘r,
sdq�‘mc�L‘fhrsq‘sdr�rs‘sdc-�
Rgntkc� mn� naidbshnm� sgdqdsn�
ad� kncfdc� vhsg� sgd� L‘rsdqr�
bnmbdqmdc� ctqhmf� sgd� odqhnc+�
sgd� dwdbtsnqr� vhkk� oqnbddc�
sn� l‘jd� o‘xldmsr� hm� ‘bbnq,
c‘mbd�vhsg�sgd�‘bbntmsr-�
– rs sd Mn9  0803 1/11
Rtqm‘ld9� MDFNMFN�
Bgqhrsh‘m� m‘ldr9� F@AQHDK�
RG@@MHJ@� Hcdmshsx� mtladq9�
57/0/7///47� K‘rs� ‘ccqdrr9�
NTS@OH+� NLTR@SH� QDFHNM�
Cdrbqhoshnm� ne� ‘bbntms� nsgdq�
sg‘m�Ehqrs�‘mc�Ehm‘k9�M.@��
Odqhnc� ne� hmrodbshnm� nsgdq�
sg‘m� 10� c‘xr9� M.@� L‘fhr,
sq‘sd&r� neübd9� NTS@OH� L@F,
HRSQ@SD� BNTQS� L‘rsdqr&�
neübd9� M.@� @cudqshrdq� ‘mc�
‘ccqdrr9� � M@LA@GT� @RRN,
BH@SDR+� MN� 01� B.N� GXCQ@�
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Introduction 
 

Mr. Vitalius Simon Ipangelwa Iipwakena (The Proponent) proposes to undertake exploration 

activities on Exclusive Prospecting License (EPL) 8761 in the Erongo Region, with interest in 

base and rare metals, dimension stones, industrial minerals, non-nuclear fuel minerals, nuclear 

fuel minerals and precious metals. The EPL is located north of Henties Bay It covers an area 

of 1010.1415 Ha within the Dorob National Park as seen in figure 1 below. 

 

Figure 1 

Exploration and all mining-related activities are among the listed activities that may not be 

undertaken without an ECC under the Environmental Management Act (EMA) (2007) and its 

2012 Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Regulations. The relevant listed activities as 

per EIA regulations are:  

 3.1 The construction of facilities for any process or activities which requires a license, 

right of other forms of authorization, and the renewal of a license, right or other forms 

of authorization, in terms of the Minerals (Prospecting and Mining Act, 1992). 

 3.2 other forms of mining or extraction of any natural resources whether regulated by 

law or not. 
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 3.3 Resource extraction, manipulation, conservation, and related activities. 

This document was prepared as part of the EIA process for the following reasons: 

 To introduce the proposed project and related activities to potential Interested and 

Affected Parties(I&APs); 

 To provide information on the Environmental Assessment (EA) process and how 

I&APs can be involved; 

 To invite all parties to register as I&APs on the Ministry of Environment, Forestry & 

Tourism’s (MEFT) EA database so that they can remain informed about the status of 

the EA process for this project; and  

 To provide all I&APs with an opportunity to comment or provide inputs/ concerns on 

the proposed project and associated process, including biophysical and socio-economic 

aspects, as well as any other issues of concern. 

The Proponent is, therefore, required to obtain an ECC for the approval of the EPL before the 

commencement of works on the EPL. To fulfill the legal requirements, the Proponent has 

appointed Gaia Consultants (CC) (Environmental Consultants), to conduct the required 

Environmental Scoping Assessment (ESA) process and submit the ECC application to the 

Department of Environmental Affairs and Forestry (DEAF) at the Ministry of Environment, 

Forestry & Tourism (MEFT). 

Purpose of this document 
 

It should be noted that the Background Information Document (BID) is a non-technical 

document of the EIA (not an EIA Report). The BID aims to briefly introduce the proposed 

project and related activities to interested and affected parties (I&APs), and provide them with 

an opportunity to raise issues, and concerns and submit comments about the proposed project. 

The planned exploration activities will only commence once the Proponent has been issued 

with an ECC and obtained all required permits.  

The overall aim of this stage of the EA process is to identify and consult Interested and Affected 

Parties (I&APs). The subsequent sections provide a brief background about the proposed 

activities. 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 

The proposed activities entail prospecting and detailed exploration activities to delineate the 

mineral deposits. This is to determine whether the deposit for the target commodities is 

economically feasible (to advance to the resources development and mining phase). 

Prospecting and exploration of minerals are the first components of any potential mining 

project. This is done to acquire the necessary data required for further decision-making and 

investment options. 

Exploration activities are anticipated to last for about three years or sometimes longer 

(depending on the various factors such as turnaround between exploration data analysis and 

availability of funds between project phases, etc.). 

The proposed activity will entail the following planned activities and construction/ erection of 

support infrastructure and services. 

Planned activities 

The exploration program will commence with  

 Detailed geological mapping 

 Detailed desktop study of historical exploration data 

 Delineation of drilling targets 

 Core logging analysis 

 Laboratory testing of core samples 

 Production of a feasibility of a technical report 

Areas found to comprise good quality resource of the targeted minerals will then be delineated 

and pursued further for possible mining, subject to the granting of a valid mining license from 

the Ministry of Mines and Energy (MME). 
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Required support infrastructure, equipment and services 

It is anticipated that the following infrastructure, utility services and equipment will be required 

to support the planned activities.  

 Earth moving equipment 

 Drilling equipment 

 4x4 bakkie  

 Tented exploration camp equipment 

 Mobile ablution activities 

 Temporary core storage facility 

 

Need and desirability of the project 
The most important impact of mining in mine area is providing job opportunity; livelihood, 

and longer Mining brings life to the area and provides better life situation by making road, 

power, groundwater, health centres and schools. Waste materials into valley and preparing 

them for second use will provide new topography and new landscape. 

Environmental Assessment Process 
 

The Environmental Management Act (also referred to as the EMA), stipulates that for each 

developmental project, which is listed under the EIA regulations, an Environmental Impact 

Assessment (EIA) should be conducted. The aim of the EIA is to identify, assess and ascertain 

potential environmental impacts that may arise from the proposed activity. Figure 2 below 

shows an environmental process flow chart that describes the different stages that the project 

will go through and undertake. Currently we are at the scoping stage. 
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Figure 2 
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Potential Impacts  

Positive impacts  

 Employment  

 Infrastructure 

 Taxes and charges paid by companies to governments 

 Contribution to GDP 

 Better livelihood for the community  

 Financial benefits to traditional authorities  

 Improved logical understanding of the area 

 

Negative impacts 

 Air and noise pollution  

 Health and safety issues  

 Loss of biodiversity 

 Contamination of soils 

 Visual impacts  

The public participation process 
 

Public consultation is a crucial part of the environmental scoping process. It provides interested 

and affected parties (I&APs) an opportunity to find out more about the proposed activity and 

it allows a platform for the public to raise any issues or concerns.  

I&APs are encouraged to submit their comments and concerns during the period of this EA.  

All those who register as I&APs for this EA process will be notified when the Scoping stage is 

complete and will receive an opportunity to comment and review the Scoping Report. The time 

for the public consultation meeting will be confirmed with interested and affected parties. 
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Please find our contact details below should you require more information or if you would 

like to register as and I&AP: 

 

Contact: Gaia consultants 

Environmental Assessment Practitioners  

Tell: +264817382934 

Email: gaiaconsultants@gmail.com 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The Environmental Management Plan (EMP) presented in this section demonstrates how the 

Proponent intends to manage all the exploration, possible mining and processing operations 

within the EPL area that will significantly impact on the receiving environment, or that may 

potentially be of high risk in the long-term. By implementing this management programmed, 

the Proponent will minimize the likely negative effects and maximize the positive effects of 

its operations in the EPL Area. In line with the company’s Environmental Policy and the 

implementation of the EMP, the proponent commitments to responsible and sound 

environmental management of all its exploration, test mining and processing activities within 

the EPL Area.  

The Exclusive Prospecting License (EPL) 8761 is located in the Erongo Region, with interest in 

base and rare metals, dimension stones, industrial minerals, non-nuclear fuel minerals, 

nuclear fuel minerals and precious metals. The EPL is located north of Henties Bay It covers 

an area of 1010.1415 Ha within the Dorob National Park as seen in figure 1 below: 

 

Figure 1 Locality map 
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2 PURPOSE OF DOCUMENT 

This document is prepared as part of the Environmental Scoping and Impact Assessment for 

Proposed Exploration which was conducted in terms of the Environmental Management Act, 

2007 (Act No 7 of 2007). This Environmental Management Plan is a live document that has 

been prepared based on the environmental effects identified in Environmental Scoping and 

Impact Assessment and should be read in conjunction with the Environmental Scoping and 

Impact Assessment Report. 

The aim of this document is to provide management measures to address the environmental 

effects that have been identified in the Environmental Scoping and Impact Assessment report 

and to give possible mitigation measures/recommendations to address these effects. It is 

essential for personnel involved to fully be aware of the possible environmental issues and 

the means to avoid or minimize the potential impacts of activities on site.  

Furthermore, the purpose of this document is to provide a guideline to environmental 

management throughout the different phases of the proposed development, namely: 

operation and maintenance; and decommissioning phases: 

2.1 Operation and Maintenance  

This is the current phase of the exploration, sampling and waste dumps mining/test mining 

and related activities. It is also the phase during which maintenance of the site, equipment 

and machinery is done by the Proponent. 

2.2 Environmental Monitoring Requirements 

In order to ensure that the desired results are achieved and supported by the proposed 

mitigation measures; a monitoring plan must be implemented alongside the mitigation plans. 

Bi-annual environmental performance and annual environmental audit reports should be 

produced. 

2.3 Decommissioning and Rehabilitation 

This is the phase during which the exploration, and waste dumps mining activities on the EPL 

8761 will come to an end. Decommissioning of the operation will be considered due to a 
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number of factors, including poor exploration results, or a decline in the target commodities 

market price etc. During the operational phase and before decommissioning, the Proponent 

will need to put site rehabilitation measures in place. 

Appointed Environmental Assessment Practitioner 

In order to satisfy the requirements of the EMA and its 2012 EIA Regulations, the Proponent 

appointed Gaia Consultants to conduct the required EIA process on their (Proponent's) behalf.  

3 ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT LEGAL REQUIREMENTS 

Table below lists the requirements of an EMP as stipulated in the EIA Regulations, primarily 

on specific approvals and permits that may be required for the exploration, sampling and test 

mining activities. 

Legislation/Policy/ 

Guideline 

LAW/ORDINANCE APPLICABILITY 

Environmental 

Management Act 

EMA (No 7 of 2007) 

Requires that projects with 

significant environmental 

impacts are subject to an 

environmental assessment 

process (Section27). 

Details principles which are to 

guide all EAs. 

The EMA and its regulations 

should inform and guide this EA 

process. Should the ECC be issued to 

the Proponent, it should be renewed every 

3 years, counting from the date of issue. 

Contact details at the Department of 

Environmental Affairs (DEA), Ministry of 

Environment, Forestry and Tourism 

(MEFT) 

 

Environmental Impact 

Assessment (EIA) 

Regulations 

GN 28-30 (GG 

4878) 

Details requirements for public 

consultation 

within a given environmental 

assessment 

process (GN 30 S21). 
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Details the requirements for 

what should be 

included in a Scoping Report (GN 

30 S8) and 

an Assessment Report (GN 30 

S15). 

Minerals 

(Prospecting and 

Mining) 

Act (No. 33 of 1992) 

Section 48 (3): In order to 

enable the Minister to consider 

any application referred to in 

section 47 the Minister may (b) 

require the 

person concerned by notice in 

writing to (i) carry out or cause 

to be carried out such 

environmental impact studies 

as may be 

specified in the notice. 

Section 54 (2): details 

provisions pertaining to the 

decommissioning or 

abandonment of a 

mine 

 

Petroleum Products 

and Energy Act No. 13 of 

1990) 

Regulation 3(2)(b) states that 

“No person shall 

possess [sic] or store any fuel 

except under authority of a 

The Proponent should obtain 

the necessary authorization forms the 

MME for the storage of fuel on-site. 
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Regulations (2001) license or a certificate, 

excluding a person who 

possesses or stores such fuel in 

a quantity of 600 liters or less in 

any container kept at a place 

outside a local authority area” 

Labour Act 11 of 

2007 

Health and Safety 

Regulations (HSR) 

GN 156/1997 (GG 

1617). 

Adhere to all applicable 

provisions of the Labour Act 

and the Health and Safety 

regulations. 

 

Forestry Act 12 of 

2001, Amended Act 

13 of 2005 

Prohibits the removal of any 

vegetation within 100 m from a 

watercourse (Forestry Act 

S22(1)). The Act prohibits the 

removal of and 

transport of various protected 

plant species. 

Should there be protected plant 

species, which are known to 

occur within the project sites, 

these are required to be 

removed, a permit should be 

obtained from the nearest 

Forestry office (Ministry of 

Environment, Forestry and 

Tourism (MEFT)) prior to 

removing them. 
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National Heritage 

Act No. 76 of 1969 

Call for the protection and 

conservation of heritage 

resources and artefacts. 

Should any archaeological material, e.g. 

bones, old weapons/equipment etc. be 

found on the EPL 8761, work should stop 

immediately, and the National Heritage 

Council of Namibia must be informed as 

soon as possible. The Heritage Council will 

then decide to clear the area or decide to 

conserve the site or material. 

Road traffic and 

transport Act 52 of 

1999 and its 2001 

Regulations 

Provides for the control of 

traffic on public road 

and the regulations pertaining 

to road transport, 

including the licensing of 

vehicles and drivers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Table 1 Regulatory requirements 

4 PROJECT ACTIVITIES  

The projected mineral exploration activities are summarized as follows: 

• Exploration activities include a desktop review of existing data as well as all past 

research. This is conducted in the general area to see if there are any prospective 

targets. This is done by purchasing high-resolution data from the Government and 

interpreting it as part of the first stage of exploration. 

• Reconnaissance assessment, which includes field-based activities such as regional 

mapping and sampling in order to identify and validate prospective targeted areas 

identified during stage 1. This step is only carried out if the step1 has identified some 

possible targets that need to be explored further. 
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• Initial field-based activities such as widely distributed geological mapping, sampling, 

surveying, and maybe widely spaced trenching and drilling to verify the feasibility of 

any identified local target based on the regional data acquired in step 2 above. The 

degree or depth of exploration carried out at this stage is contingent on the discovery 

of viable/prospective mineral resources. Alternatively, if the specified target(s) proves 

to be non-variable, the license is revoked. 

To assess the viability of the delineated local targets, detailed local field-based operations 

such as localized site-specific detailed geology mapping, trenching, bulk sample, surveying, 

and detailed drilling are carried out. If the detailed exploration activities yield positive results, 

the exploration data will be compiled into a pre-feasibility report, and if the prefeasibility 

results are positive, a detailed feasibility study will be conducted on the identified site-specific 

area, which will include detailed site-specific drilling, bulk sampling, and laboratory 

testing/test mining. 

4.1 Access and transport 

The most common way to reach Dorob National Park is by road. The park is situated along 

the western coast of Namibia, approximately 120 kilometres south of the town of 

Swakopmund. From Swakopmund, you can travel south on the C34 coastal road, which runs 

parallel to the park. The road is well-maintained, making it accessible for self-drive visitors or 

guided tours. Within the park, there are limited options for transport within the park itself. 

The park's terrain is predominantly desert and coastal, consisting of sandy and gravel roads. 

Thus, 4x4 vehicle will be the main form of transportation while driving within the park. 

Because of the sometimes-challenging conditions within the park, it’s essential to adhere to 

the park's regulations and guidelines regarding driving and off-road access. 
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Figure 2 Road network map 

4.2 Resources (water and electricity) 

Exploration activities will need a limited supply of water which will be brought to the site. A 

diesel-powered generator will be used as needed for operating machinery. 

4.3 Accommodation and supporting infrastructure 

The exploration team is envisioned to consist of three (3) skilled workers. Dorob National Park 

offers a range of accommodation options such as camping sites, therefore the team will set 

up camp at an area designated by the park authorities. Two portable toilets will be installed 

onsite and regularly serviced. Excavator, loader, screening plant, 1x bakkie will be used for 

day-to-day activities. Waste will be collected and deposited at the Hentiesbay municipal 

dumpsite. Hydrocarbon tanks will be stored on-site i.e., petrol 100litres etc. All hydrocarbon 

tanks will be appropriately stored and bunded to hold 110% of the capacity of the tanks and 

all relevant permits should be applied for by the proponent as required. 

5 SUMMARY OF THE RECEIVING ENVIRONMENT 

The area falls within the Dorob National Park, the park is a diverse and unique 

ecosystem characterized by a variety of vegetation types. The park encompasses a range 
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of landscapes, including coastal plains, sand dunes, gravel plains, and rocky outcrops, 

which contribute to the rich plant diversity found within its boundaries. Dorob National 

Park was proclaimed in 2010 and covers the central Namib Desert. This area is known as 

an angler’s paradise, with kabeljou, galjoen and steenbras being the most  prized 

species. However, it also contains a few surprises. Extensive lichen fields are found north 

of Wlotzkasbaken and Cape Cross, while the Messum Crater in the north contains San 

rock paintings and archaeological sites from Damara nomads. The Ugab River and the 

Skeleton Coast Park border it to the north. The Omaruru River bisects it, while the 

Swakop River is situated just south of its boundary. The towns of Henties Bay and 

Swakopmund are found within its boundaries, along with the hamlet of Wlotzkasbaken. 

The Cape Cross Seal Reserve is a separate reserve in the northern section of the area. 

Furthermore, the park is home to various mining activities housing a sizeable number of 

Exploration prospecting licenses. 

 

Figure 3 Geology Map 

6 ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES 

The Proponent will ensure that all project participants adhere to the following principles: 
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• All employees will be obliged to undertake activities in an ecologically and socially 

responsible way. This applies to all consultants, workers, contractors, and 

subcontractors, as well as transporters, visitors, and anyone else who enters the 

premises. 

• Safeguard the health and safety of project personnel and the public against potential 

impacts of the project.  

This includes issues of road safety, precautions against dangers on site, potential hazards; 

and, 

• Promote good relationships with the surrounding settlements and other stakeholders. 

• Wise use and conservation of environmental resources, giving due consideration to 

the use of resources by present and future generations; 

• Prevent or minimize environmental impacts, 

• Minimize air, water, and soil pollution; and Conserve Biodiversity. 

7 MANAGEMENT OF KEY POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 

From the assessment conducted, the following key potential negative impacts have been 

identified per project phase and are summarized in the table below: 

Project Phase Potential negative impacts identified in the EA 

Monitoring 

 

The monitoring of exploration and mining work 

impact in remote locations can be problematic duo 

long distance and telecommunication challenges. 

Decommissioning and Rehabilitation Loss of employment by workers at the mining site and 

contribution to the national economy. 

  

Table 2 Project phase and impacts 
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7.1 Roles and responsibilities for environmental management 

The environmental aspects which may be affected by the proposed project have been 

categorized into negative and positive impacts as an extension of the preceding sections. This 

section summarizes the objectives, indicators to be observed, schedules be adhered to and 

roles and responsibilities of various stakeholders to the EMP. 

7.1.1 Communication between Parties 

Emphasis will be put towards open communication between all parties, in order to reach a 

proactive approach towards potential environmental issues deriving from the project. This 

approach should guarantee that environmental impacts are anticipated and prevented, or 

minimized, rather than adopting a negative policing approach after negative impacts have 

already occurred. 

The importance of a proactive approach cannot be over-emphasized, particularly in relation 

to preventing unnecessary tracks, and damage to vegetation (i.e., protected and endemic 

species) as these impacts cannot easily be remedied. 

7.1.2 The Exploration Operating Company 

The company is ultimately responsible for all stages of the project and the impacts resulting 

from those activities. The responsible persons will be the company’s Environmental Control 

Officer (ECO) and Managing Director to ensure that: 

• The EMP and its environmental specifications are included in contractual documents 

and it is required that contractors, and subcontractors, consultants etc. do meet the 

EMP requirements; 

• The company and all its subcontractors, consultants etc. comply with all Namibian 

legislation and policies and any relevant International Conventions; 

• Compliance with the environmental specifications is enforced on a day-to-day basis; 

• Environmental audits are conducted periodically by a suitably qualified ECO to confirm 

that the environmental requirements are properly understood and effectively 

implemented; 
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• Sufficient budget is provided to implement those measures that have cost 

implications; 

• The Site Manager must commission tree surveys well in advance of planned road 

construction so that the necessary site visits by forestry personnel and forestry 

permits are acquired; and, 

• Open and effective communication is maintained between all parties concerning 

environmental management on the project. 

7.1.3 Site Managers 

Day-to-day responsibility for environmental management will be assigned to the 

(Environmental Control Officer (ECO) and Manager Field Operations (MFO) for the duration 

of the project to: 

• Be familiar with the contents of the EMP and applicable sections of the EIA and the 

measures recommended therein; 

• Monitor compliance with the environmental specifications on a daily basis and 

enforce the environmental compliance on-site by communicating the ECO’s directions 

to all personnel involved; 

• In the event of any infringements leading to environmental damage, personnel need 

to consult with the ECO and seek advice on any remedial measures to limit or rectify 

the damage; 

• Maintain a record (photographic and written) of “before-and-after” conditions on site; 

• Facilitate communication between all role players in the interests of effective 

environmental management 

7.1.4 Environmental Control Officer (ECO) 

The proponent must appoint a suitably qualified ECO who is responsible to: 

• Undertake environmental audits of overall compliance with the environmental 

specifications. This should be done at least bi-annually for the project area, 

• Submit a site inspection report to the Managing Director and MFO; 
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• Advise the MFO on interpretation and implementation of the 

environmental specifications as required; and, make recommendations for remedial 

action in cases of non-compliance with the environmental specifications. 

• The report should be submitted to the MEFT periodically at the time interval 

stipulated by law. 

7.1.5 Contractors 

The contractors will have the responsibility to: 

• Familiarize themselves with the requirements of the EMP and comply with the 

environmental specifications within; 

• Notify the ECO through the MFO timeously in advance of any actions that might have 

significant negative impacts. Mitigatory measures should be discussed and 

implemented before negative impacts arise; 

• Conduct or arrange for environmental training for employees and sub-contractors; 

• Undertake rehabilitation measures where required as far as possible, rehabilitation 

measures should be carried out progressively and not left till the end of the project. 

8 ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS 

8.1 Compliance with the Environmental Specifications 

The activities will be conducted in an environmentally and socially responsible manner. The 

contractor and all personnel on-site will comply with the environmental specifications 

contained in this section. 

8.2 Training and Awareness 

All site personnel and site contractors will receive the training to equip them with the 

necessary knowledge to comply with the environmental specifications. The MFO will ensure 

that an appropriate level of training is provided at all levels of site personnel. 

8.3 Stakeholder Relations 

All site personnel will maintain good relations with the landowners and members of the 

public. Any complaints received by the ECO will be addressed. 
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8.4 Permits 

All relevant permits shall be obtained from relevant authorities. 

The removal or relocation of rare and endangered plants will be conserved, and should it be 

removed or relocated it shall be done with the required permits from the Directorate of 

Forestry. 

8.5 Road Safety 

The access roads can be dangerous at times due to dust from passing vehicles, poor camber, 

patches of loose sand, careless drivers and other external factors. All drivers must be aware 

of these hazards and take precautions to avoid them. Such precautions will include, but not 

be limited to: 

• Complying with speed limits; 

• Reducing speed considerably when visibility is poor; 

Being wary of other vehicles 

• Travelling with lights on even in daylight; 

• Slowing down for animals and birds on the road; and, 

• Being cautious of other road users– taking into account reduced visibility due to dust. 

8.6 Access Tracks 

No new tracks will be made unless there are no pre-existing tracks, any new tracks or 

extensions should be established with the permission of the Municipality and other 

landowners. 

The selected access and site roads will be clearly marked. A single road only will be used to 

and from each destination. Turning points for vehicles will also be pre-selected and marked. 

Particular care will be taken to avoid damage to plants. 

Any elevated sites, or sites away from existing tracks, will be accessed on foot rather than by 

a vehicle. 
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8.7 Conservation of Biodiversity 

Damage to protected species will be avoided at all costs. 

8.8 Wildlife Poaching 

No animal or bird is to be captured, killed or harmed in any way. Anyone caught violating this 

law will face suspension from the project and could be liable for prosecution. In a likewise 

manner, domestic livestock on farms may also not be harmed. 

8.9 Soil Management and Erosion Control 

During any excavating and clearing the Contractor shall take care to remove as little topsoil 

as possible. All soil within 100mm of the cleared surface level shall be regarded as topsoil. 

Remove and separately stockpile any subsoil material that can be used for site backfilling. 

Topsoil shall be stockpiled (and seeded) in areas within the site boundary and approved by 

the Project Engineer in conjunction with the Environmental Consultant, for reuse and 

restoration. 

Avoid handling soil when wet as this may result in the loss of soil structure and compaction. 

Soils should not be handled during windy conditions, which may lead to the loss of soil 

through wind erosion. 

Soil erosion must always be prevented. Where evidence of soil erosion can and/or is taking 

place, this should be reported by the Contractor to the Project Engineer or Environmental 

Consultant. 

Suitable erosion measures should be implemented in areas sensitive to erosion such as near 

water supply points, edges of slopes, etc. These measures could include the use of sandbags, 

hessian sheets, retention or replacement of vegetation. 

All the necessary precautions in terms of design and construction of earthworks, cuts, and fills 

must be taken. 
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8.10 Pollution Control 

Should any incidence occur in terms of spilling, they shall report it immediately to the 

Developer and the Contractor shall be responsible for containing and cleaning up the spillage. 

The Contractor (Developer) shall ensure that correct mitigation of the pollution is undertaken. 

8.11 Air pollution / Dust emission 

Excavations and other clearing activities should only be done during permissible weather 

conditions to avoid drifting of sand and dust into neighbouring areas. Soil and sand stockpiles 

shall be in sheltered areas not exposed to the wind. Retention of vegetation where possible 

will reduce dust travel. Exposed surfaces must be re-vegetated as soon as possible. 

The movement of vehicles and other vehicles should be strictly controlled in order to reduce 

the impact of increased air pollution. Adherence to speed limits shall be enforced. Sensible 

and responsible use of equipment which generates dust. 

It is recommended to practice dust monitoring per month in order to take note of the dust 

emitted at different distances and directions around the project area during operations.  

8.12 Noise pollution 

Noise levels shall be kept within acceptable limits. All noise and sounds generated shall 

adhere to SABS 0103 specifications for maximum allowable noise levels for industrial areas. 

Noisy activities must be limited to between 06h00 to 18h00 to avoid disturbance of adjacent 

landowners. 

Noisy activities should not be allowed on weekends and public holidays unless specific 

arrangements have been made with the proponent and provided that neighbours have been 

timeously notified. Vehicles and operating equipment must be regularly serviced. 

8.13 Waste Management 

The area needs to be kept clean, neat, and tidy to the satisfaction of the proponent and ECO. 

The proponent will provide bins at the worksites and will be responsible for the collection and 

containment of daily refuse and waste generated by his staff. Bins will be secured in such a 

way that wind cannot remove papers and plastics. Bins will also be secured against animals 
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around the vicinity. No waste will be buried on site. All waste will regularly be removed to an 

approved waste disposal facility. 

8.14 Hazardous Substances 

All containers of fuel, oil, and any other hazardous substances will be kept sealed, and clearly 

labelled for identification. Tanks for fuels, oils, and any other hazardous substances need to 

be bunded to hold 110% of the capacity of the tank to contain any possible spills. If any spills 

occur, clean–up shall occur immediately and disposed of appropriately. 

8.15 Fire Prevention 

Ensure an Emergency Response Plan, no fires are to be left unattended. Charcoal sourced 

from farmers should be 100% cured to avoid combustion. The burning of charcoal at minimal 

scale should be conducted during the day on less windy days with full supervision to avoid fly 

ashes to neighbouring land. 

8.16 Archaeological Sites 

Dorob National Park is not primarily known for its archaeological sites. Instead, the park is 

renowned for its diverse ecosystems, coastal landscapes, and rich biodiversity. However, it's 

important to note that all archaeological remains are protected under the National Heritage 

Act (2004) and are not to be destroyed, disturbed, or removed. Therefore, as stipulated in the 

Act any archaeological finds, must be reported to the Heritage Council. The same applies to 

rock art sites. The ECO will be notified without delay of any archaeological finds. 

8.17 Health and Safety 

All company personnel will receive a detailed induction upon joining the project and on a 

regular basis and be provided with the necessary PPE attire to prevent potential injuries and 

excessive inhalation of dust or harmful gases. Eating, drinking, and smoking while working 

with any materials that may contain radioactive or hazardous substances is forbidden. Good 

personal hygiene is encouraged (e.g., washing hands before eating) to prevent ingestion of 

potentially hazardous or radioactive materials. 
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8.18 Work Stoppage 

The MFO will have the right to order work to stop in the event of environmental specification 

infringements that could result in damage to plants, wildlife, or personnel. Work will continue 

once the situation is rectified and brought to a state of compliance. 

In the event of such work stoppage, the Contractor will not be entitled to claim for delays or 

standing time. 

8.19 Compliance Monitoring 

During exploration activities, the company ECO will conduct site compliance inspections at 

least once a month. After each inspection the ECO will compile an EMP compliance report for 

regular submission to the MFO and biannually to the MEFT or as required. 

9 ENVIRONMENTAL CODE OF CONDUCT 

The Code of Conduct outlined in this section of the EMP applies to, sub-contractors, visitors, 

permanent and temporal workers. Therefore, anybody within the boundaries of the project 

site must adhere to the Environmental Code of Conduct as outlined in this section of the EMP. 

The Environmental Coordinator (ENC) will implement on-site environmental guidelines and 

has the authority to issue warnings as well as discipline any person who transgresses 

environmental rules and procedures. Persistent transgression of environmental rules will 

result in a disciplinary  

hearing and thereafter continued noncompliance behaviour will result in permanent removal 

from the construction sites. 

9.1 Site closure and rehabilitation 

Rehabilitation is the process of repairing the damage done by exploration activities. 

Rehabilitation plan has been developed with a main aim of returning disturbed environment 

close to its pre exploration state. It is also planned to cater for the access road, vehicle tracks 

around the site, removal, and restoration of areas covered by stockpile and rock piles. The 

closure vision for the proposed project is to establish a safe, stable and non-polluting post- 

prospecting landscape that can facilitate integrated, self-sustaining and value generating 

opportunities, thereby leave a lasting positive legacy. 
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9.2 Site closure and rehabilitation activities 

All waste (such as hazardous and domestic) waste will be transported offsite for disposal in 

licensed landfills. Disturbed or/and contaminated areas will be cleaned up, treated where 

necessary and restored to its pristine state. Demolition of camping structures will be ensured. 

9.3 Removing of equipment on site. 

Removal of associated infrastructures such as storage tanks, solar panels and heavy-duty 

generators. Where access tracks have been developed in cases where there are no roads, 

these will be rehabilitated and closed as part of normal closure actions in consultation with 

landowners. 

Existing secondary roads in the area should be used to prevent damages of the main road. 

The recovered topsoil and subsoil should be utilized to reconstruct the original soil profile. 

The rehabilitation actions intended to be undertaken at the end of the life of the proposed 

exploration activities are described below. 

10 MITIGATION MEASURES 

The purpose of the Environmental Management Plan is to provide a detailed plan to mitigate 

the negative and positive impacts identified in the environmental scoping and assessment 

report. Furthermore, it aims to provide actions with roles and responsibilities to implement 

the environmental specifications provided for to the proponent, contractors, subcontractors 

who will undertake exploration activities.  

The following table provides a large-scale summary overview of all the major environmental 

management aspects. 

Environmental 

impacts 

Proposed mitigation 

measures 

Responsibility Monitoring plan 

Air pollution • Regular 

maintenance of 

vehicles and 

equipment’s. 

Personnel on duty, 

Foreman on duty 

and Environmental 

Officer 

• Amount of dust 

produced. 
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• Brief workers and 

contractors. 

• Control speed and 

operation of 

construction 

vehicles. 

• Regular 

maintenance of 

vehicles, 

construction 

equipments and 

heavy 

machineries. 

• Provide workers 

with dust masks. 

• Level of 

landscaping 

executed. 

 

Noise pollution 

• All noise should 

be kept within 

reasonable levels. 

• Employees and 

neighbors should 

be notified of any 

scheduled 

unusual noise. 

• Regular 

maintenance of 

vehicles, 

Foreman on duty, 

Environmental 

Officer, Safety 

Health and 

Environment 

Manager. 

 

• Amount of noise 

produced 
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equipments and 

heavy machinery. 

• Workers should 

be provided with 

personal hearing 

protection if 

working in a noisy 

environment. 

Solid waste • Littering should 

be discouraged by 

having 

strategically 

placed bins and 

refuse skips on 

site. 

• Recycling plastic, 

paper and cans 

should be 

encouraged on 

site 

• The bins should 

be emptied on a 

regular basis by 

the proponent or 

an independent 

contractor. 

• The site should 

have containers 

Personnel on duty, 

Environmental 

Officer and Safety 

Health and 

Environment 

Manager 

• Presence of dust 

bins/waste 

collection points. 
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with bulk storage 

facilities at 

convenient points 

to prevent 

littering. 

 

Oil leaks and spills 

• Contactor should 

have a sealed 

designated area 

where 

maintenance is 

carried out to 

prevent 

percolation of 

contaminants. 

•  Oil products 

should be 

handled carefully 

on bounded 

surfaces; in case it 

leaks. 

• Vehicles and 

equipment should 

be well 

maintained to 

prevent oil leaks. 

Personnel on duty, 

Foreman on duty 

Environmental 

Officer and Safety 

Health and 

Environment 

Manager 

• Absence of oil 

spills and leaks on 

site. 

First aid • A well-stocked 

first aid kit shall 

be maintained by 

Safety Health and 

Environment 

• Contents of the 

first aid kits. 
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qualified 

personnel. 

Manager, Safety 

and Health 

Officer. 

Visual • Environmental 

considerations 

will always be 

adhered to 

before clearing 

roads, trenching 

and excavation. 

Safety Health and 

Environment 

Manager, 

Environmental 

Officer 

• Employees to be 

trained on how to 

minimize impacts 

that can easily be 

identified with 

the 

eye. 

Archaeology and 

Cultural heritage 

• Buffer zones will 

be created 

around the sites. 

• Adhere to 

practical 

guidelines 

provided by the 

responsible 

archaeologist to 

reduce 

archaeological 

impacts of 

quarrying 

activities. 

• All archaeological 

sites to be 

identified and 

protected before 

All personnel on 

duty, 

Environmental 

officer, Safety 

Health and 

Environment 

Manager 

 

• Register of all 

archaeological 

sites identified. 
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development 

commences. 

•  The Proponent 

should consider 

having a qualified 

and experienced 

Archaeologist on 

standby during 

the entire 

operational 

phase. This action 

will be to assist on 

the possible of 

uncovering of 

sub-surface 

cultural/heritage 

objects and 

advice the 

Proponent 

accordingly. 

• Identified 

archaeological 

significant objects 

on the site should 

not be disturbed 

but are to be 

reported to the 

project 

Environmental 
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officer or National 

Heritage Council 

offices. 

Occupational 

health and safety 

• Provide personal 

protective 

equipment’s, 

train workers on 

personal safety, 

and how to 

handle 

equipment’s and 

machines. 

• A well-stocked 

first shall be 

maintained by 

qualified 

personnel. 

• Report any 

accidents/ 

incidences and 

treat and 

compensate 

affected workers. 

• Provide sufficient 

and suitable 

sanitary 

conveniences 

which should be 

Safety and Health 

Officer, Safety 

Health and 

Environment 

Manager 

 

• Workers using 

personal 

protective 

equipment’s. 

• Availability of a 

well-stocked first 

aid box. 
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kept clean. Clean 

sanitary facilities. 

 

Fauna  

• Some habitat 

areas such as the 

river and tunnel 

outcrops will be 

avoided wherever 

possible. 

• A fauna survey 

will be conducted 

to determine the 

effect of 

fragmented 

habitat to game 

species should 

the need arise. 

• No animals shall 

be killed, capture 

or harmed in any 

way. 

•  No food stuff 

shall be left lying 

around as this will 

attract animals 

which may result 

Personnel on duty, 

Environmental 

Officer, Safety 

Health and 

Environment 

Manager 

• Regular 

monitoring of any 

unusual signs of 

animal habitat. 
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in human-animal 

conflict. 

Alien invasive 

plants 

• Ensure vehicles 

and equipment 

are clean of 

invasive plants 

and seeds. 

• Eradicating alien 

plants using area 

management 

plan. 

• Contain 

neighboring 

infestations and 

restrict 

movement of 

invasive plants 

from adjacent 

lands 

• Educating 

everyone on site 

on types of 

invasive plants. 

Environmental 

Officer, 

Environmental 

Manager 

• Regular 

monitoring of any 

signs of alien 

plants. 

 

Loss of vegetation 

• Environmental 

considerations 

will be adhered to 

at all times before 

clearing roads, 

Environmental 

Officer, Safety 

Health and 

Environment 

Manager 

• Warning signs on 

site 

• Restored 

vegetation 
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trenching and 

excavating. 

• The movement of 

vehicles in 

riverbeds, rocky 

outcrops and 

vegetation 

sensitive area will 

be avoided. 

• The movement of 

vehicles will be 

restricted to 

certain areas. 

    

Table 3 Environmental management aspects 

11 MONITORING PLAN 

The project monitoring is conducted under the EMP includes: 

11.1 Project readiness monitoring  

Monitoring to check progress on project readiness and close gaps through corrective actions. 

11.2 Environmental quality monitoring  

To be conducted by a competent authority or person appointed by the proponent, involving 

the collection and analyses of air quality, noise and water quality data at designated 

monitoring locations for assessing compliance with applicable environmental quality and 

emission standards. 

11.3 EMP compliance monitoring  

To be conducted by the Project Management Consultants to verify EMP compliance during 

project implementation. 
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11.4 Operational monitoring  

This is required as part of the operations of the subproject and will be undertaken by the 

relevant government department or a nominated private sector operator. 

12 CONCLUSIONS 

This Environmental Management Plan highlights the management measures that will be 

implemented to mitigate the environmental impacts of the proposed activities. The 

management plan detailing how the proponent intends to manage all the activities of the 

proposed exploration and test mining operations within EPL Area that will significantly impact 

on the environment has been provided in this report. The implementation of the EMP as 

provided in this report will minimize the negative effects and maximize the positive effects 

thereby enhance the overall ecosystem services / value of the EPL 8761 and surrounding 

areas.  
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Site visit 29 April 2023  

 

 

Minutes for site visit for EPL 8671 

The team spoke with Mr. Riaan Solomon the Chief Warden from MEFT, who gave us clear 

instructions of how to enter the park and which entrance to use, upon pin pointing the 

location of the EPL, he noted that the EPL is not located within the protected areas of the 

park, thus there is no use to make use of any entrance as the location of the EPL was easily 

accessible. He stressed the importance to the adherence to the rules and regulations of the 

park and to make sure that within our EIA and EMP the park was well protected and managed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


